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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

No theoretical development has served to emph asize the importance

of consumption as a determinent of income more than the appearance of the

, 
I 

by ron, Maynard Keynes

in 1936' The nconsumption functionn used by Keynes is a behavioural rela-

tionship in which reaL consumption e>ipenditures are a stable function of real

income. The hypothesis was not a ne\ / one but, as eyery student of economics

is aware, it became crucially important in the framework of the Keynesian

model' A great amount of theoretical debate and econometric research have

been conducted on consumption theory since the appearance of the nGeneral

Theoryer. The object of this thesis is to review some of this work and to

present an empirical nexperlmentm with canadian data, stressing the short

TUn"

Chapter nI is a rough sketch of the theory behind econometrlc studies

of short run consumption behaviour" This discussion is not meant to be of

survey proportions, but merely a background for the review of some existing

empirical' studies, and the econometric research in this thesis which follow.

The chapter is divided into three secttons. The first section is a discussion

of the short rt¡r in consumption behayiour, what it has meant to others, and

what it may meân to us. The two sections which follow attempt to divide the



theory of concern to the empirlcal worker tn consumpti.on into theoretical

factors and empirical factors. This attempt has been frustrated to some

extent by the fact that factors such as those discussed in the sub-section on

consumption dynamics can be thought of in both \Mays.

The third chapter is a look at some existing econometric studies

of consumption in Canada and the United States. The object of this chapter

is to show the sstate of the artn of consumption ftrnction reasearch in Canada-

Studies carried out in the United States are considered since much of the

research carried on in this area in Canada relies upon developments in re-

search there. Not all of the Canadian studies considered are short run in

nature" It was felt that both since there is a lack of short run consumption

studies in Canada and slnce long run studies should be of interest to the

short run consumption researcher, long run studies should also be included"

The econometric study presented in the final chapter is an attempt

to construct and apply several single equation models to Canadian quarterly

consumption, i.ncome, savings, price, and liquid asset data in order to ex-

p1ai.n short run consumption behaviour in Canada and thus possibly to predict

future levels of consumption. The models wi.ll attempt to allow the data ltself

to define rrthe short runn as it applies to consumptlon behaviour ln Canada-



FOOTNOTBS TO CHAPTER I

I J.M. Ke¡rnes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money,
(NewYork: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1936).



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.T THE SHORT RUN

What do we mean bY the

haviour? In Marshalils principl-es

is defined in technical terms"

nshort runn in studi.es of consumption be-

the short period wtth respect to a firm

nThe supply of specialized skill and abi.lity, of suitable

machinery and other material capital, and of the appro-
priate organizalion has not time to be fully adapted to de-

mand; but the producers have to adjust their supply to the

demand as best they cafi with the appliances already at

their disposal.tsl

The technical approach of Marshallian economics iS not : r" " ' ' applicable

to consumption. The need for short period studies of consumption behaviour

is not, however, decreased by the difficulty of definition.

As one economist has remarked, mln the long run lffe are all deadn.

policy makers in both business and government are generaLly more interested

in the level of consumption over the following twelve months or less than they

are in long run predictions. Long run trends are also important, but the

largest percentage of decisions depend on more immediate events. For this

reason we must understand whether the consumer exhibits a different be-

haviour in the short run, than in the long run, and if So, the Short run be-

haviour must be qualified and quantified.



Over a period of twenty-five years or longer, the consumption ftnc-

tion tends to settle down to a relatively stable function of income. To take the

other extreme, periods of a day or an hour, would show violent fluctuations,

almost completely random in nature, and very little correlation between

consumption and income. Even defÍnÍng income for such a short period would

become difficult. Ackley comments on the approach of the relationship be-

hveen consumption and lncome to one of stable proportionality as the length

of the srunm increases ùr thi.s way:

nOn an annual basis, the most reasonable description of
consumer behaviour (if we confine our ex¡llanation to inqome)
is that there is a rather mflatn medium-term consumption
function, having a MPC of about "5 - "7, whose position ls
reasonably stable for periods of 4 to 6 years, but which
appears to shift erratically upward from time to time, as
income increases, producing q@re, (but only over
considerable periods of tlme) a relationship having a slope
of perhaps .85 or even o9, with the growth of consumption
in the longer fl.rt approaching a proportional relationship
to income.rq2

For the most part, nshort nrnn studies use data with shorter ob-

servation periods, although as \üe shal1 discuss in the next paragraph, ttre

use of shorter observation periods does not in itself imply that the study is

& short run study, The combination of shorter observation periods and a

shorter over-aIl time period considered leads to an increase i¡ the impor-

tance of other factors than income, In a hypothetical study which used an

observation period of an hour and a run of a day, the twenty-four observations



resulting might be severely affected by, for example, rain or cold weather

which could cause consumers to put off their shopping until the next day.

For such a study, the number of factors that would become important would

be limitless. Although no serious study of aggregate consumptlon behaviour

would use such time periods, this example illustrates how the number of

lmportant factors may increase as the nrunn and observation period are

shortened" Later we shall attempt to test the hypothesis that certain factors

tncrease in importance as the lengttr of the nruns is shortened.

AË both Ackley and SuitsS point out, the nature of data used in con-

sumption studies is sometimes confused $¡ith the nature of the problem, A

regression, based on observations from 1865 to the present could safely be

called a study of the long run" If quarterly data rffere used for a study of this

period we could hardly call the result a study of the short run.

nIt is possible to use quarterly data and sti1l analyze aver,y
long-mn consumptton function, The data set a lower li.mÍt
to the nlength of runn that can be investigated - the Kuznets
estimates for decades cannot be used to investigate quarterly
variations in consumption * but they do not, of themselves,
set an uppeï limit,n4

In a table

Functionn,

which use

shows how

named nSome Previous Estimates of the Short Run Consumption

zeliner" shows regressions for periods of as 1ong as rT years,

quarterly data, on the other hand, the work of Kuznets6 which

the average propensity to consume varied from L869 to lgBB, and



whi.ch is usually considered a shrdy of the long run contains regressions most

of which are only nine years in length, Zellnerrs o'wn study of the short nrn

uses quarterly data over a period of eight years. This is not to say that a

period of eight years is not nshortn, but it illustrates the point made by Suits

and Ackley and shows that there are marry definitions of the short run" Ros.a,

for example, uses a period of no longer than one or two years, for his short
17

run period.'

We prefer to define the short run in terms of a goal" A worthwhile

goal is that of understanding consumption behaviour and attempting to ac-

curately predict the future with this knowledge. If consumers in Canada do

not show a different functional behaviour over a five-year period than over a

twenty-year period we are forced to assume: al that both five- and twenty-

year periods are long-term; b) that there is no such thing as a different path

of consumer behaviour in the short run; or, c) that both five- and twenty-year

periods, in the Canadian case, are short-term. This approach to short run

consumption function study will become clearer in what follows and parti-

cularly in the construction of the model in chapter IV,

2"2 FACTORS AFFBCTING CONSUMPTION IN THE SHORT RUN

Smithies observed a gradual upward shift in the average Propensity

to Consume from 1869 to 1938, and decided that the consumption ftrnction



drifted upwards slowly through time.8 Time, however, is a proxy variable

for any mechanism that might affect the relationship between income and

consumption. Several factors which could a"ffect the consumption function

were considered i.n the General Theorv itself"

2"2.1 Prices

A large part of consumer theory assumes that people allocate in-

come in real terms. Keynes himself says, rrConsumption (C) is obviously

much more a function of (in some sense) gg! income than of money-income,*9

Unfortunately he leaves the empirical researcher the task of quantifying

rrmuch morer and nin some senserr. It is not clear that we live in a world

that allocates exclusivelv in real terms. Consumers may or may not suffer

from nmoney illusionn, and whether they do or do not may not affect their

behaviour with respect to a change in price" For example, even if they are

aware of real values and are constantly discounting money values, they may

or may not follow price changes to maintain real consumption, This is a

question which, if important at all, is more probably important in the short

run, and which the empirical researcher should attempt to answer.

Relative prices may also have an important effect on consumpti.on

in the short mn. Total expenditure may be governed to some extent by the

relative price 
"t*cto"u, 

10



2,2"2 Liquid Assets

The upward shift in the consumption function in the United States

a-fter World War fI is often related to the great accumulation of liquid assets

during the war which nburnt a holen in the post-war consumer pocket, During

wartime, consumption v/as generally restrained by government rationing and

non-availability of mâny types of consumptlon goods, Intenslve war bond

drives caused the population to accumulate larger stocks of liquid assets

than i.t may otherwise have accumulated. These large stocks may have been

promptly translated into consumer demand after the war.

The "Pigo,., effectn,ll postulates à relationship between consumer

spending, the stock of liquid assets, and the price level. The theory is based

on the hypothesis that wealth in a highly liquid form demonstrates di.minishing

marginal utility" People will tend to maintain a stock of liquid assets such

that the additional utility gained from one more dollar of liquid assets is less

than that to be gained from one more dollar of consumer goods. If this is

so, Pigou suggests that a falI in the price level will cause the real value of

the stock of liquid assets to rise above this nidealn leveÏ and consumption

will increase"

Liquid assets are generally interest or income bearing, and thus

may have a utility all their own, aside from simply that of discounted fuhrre

buying power. The conduct of government bond drives i:r Canada and else-



IO

where may have even raised these issues to the leveL of qurasi-commodities"

This thecry notwithstanding, the maintenance of a stock of liquid assets is a

voluntary behavioural pattern, and the part of i.ncome set aside for this pur-

pose may conceivably be entirely independent of the size of the stock in either

real or money terms.

This discussion briefly indi.cates some of the sides of the relationship

between consumption and liquid assets" Some of these aspects will be brought

out further in the empirical work below"

2.2"3 Consumer Credit

The existence of a large liquid asset nfundn in the economy implies

that the consumer has more flexibility in his purchases. Liquid assets, aside

from their other properties, are a ready reserv,e, whi.ch can be quickly con-

verted into consumer demand.

In ma.ny ways, Consumer Credit is the other side of the liquid asset

coin" Credit also increases the consumerrs flexibility, perhaps even more

than liquid assets, since liquid assets must be carefully accumulated in order

to gain this flexibili.ty" The amount of flexibility is limited by the stock.

Credit, on the other hand, is available immediately" A consumer can nsave

upn for a good or service while he is enjoying its use. With contemporary

marketing techniques, credit may lead to a rate of consumption in excess of
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that which the buyer would consider without credit. Over the short run this

effect should certainly be studied"

The amount of credit available to the consumer is not a quantity

that is easily measured, The amount of credi.t nused by consumersn; while

certainly not unlimited, is of variable síze, and also depends upon supply

conditions, If there is an over-supply of credit the actual amount of credit

being nusedm by consumers might, in an extreme, Serve as a proxy for con-

sumer attttudes, On the other hand, if consumer credit were in short supply,

and all credlt sources \/ere fully Bloaned ups, the amount of creditbeing

nusedn might be an effi.cient proxy for the amount of credit available" This

suggests the use of an approach analogous to thatusedbyB,J. Drabblul2 irt

estimating Canadian potential ouþut. Credit extended might loe measured

when it was in short supply and this quantity used as a measure of fu1l ncapa-

cityn credit Several aspects of credit in Canada might frustrate such an

attempt, however, The most obvious objection is that at any time varying

amounts of credit ùTe available under different terms and from different

sources" The supply curve changes as well as the demand curve, so that it

would be difficult to say when consumer credi.t sources \Mere close to being

nloaned uprl. In addition, the Íncreased use of tcredit cardsÛ and ncharge

accountsn in the place of currency and other negotiable instruments at the

time of purchase might pose difficulties"
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2.2"4 Attitudes

We are constantly alternating between buoyant, optimistic times

and an economic air of pessimism. The highly inflammable sanimal spi.ritsn

of our society must affect short run consumption. The question is: how much

and in what ways? Keynes concludes: nit is a matter about which there is, as

a ru1e, too much uncertainty for it to exert much irrfl,rerrcen.l3 Extrlerience

is proving consumer attitudes to be very important" For example, consumers

expecting a sudden cutback in supply or ri.se in prices, are quick to increase

demand. Hansen cites the short period at the start of the Korean waÏ as an

example, nconsumers anticipated future cutbacks in the production of con-

sumer durables of all kinds. There was a rush to buy'n 
tn 

"o"r, 
more im-

portant perhaps, is whether consumers are pessimistic about the continuity

of their employment, and, |f employment is assured, the likelihood of a rise

or faIl in income. Keynes mentions thi.s effect, but says, Bwhi.lst it may

affect considerably à particular individualts propensity to consume' it is

likery to average out for the community as a wholen.l5 Ho*"oer, optimism

and pessimism may or may not average out over the community as a whole"

Surveys of consumer attitudes and buying intentions (notably the work of

G. Katona and E. Mueller, of the Institute of Social Research, University of

IÂ
Michigan) 

rþ show impressive results with regard to the lmportance of con-

sumer attitudes in analysing Short run consumption behaviour"
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A close correlation between consumption and attitude or buying

intention variables does not necessarily imply increased consumer flexibility

or independence from income. Such variables, derived from surveys, may

actually act in place of income, liquid assets, prices or other traditional

independent variables in the consumption function" The remarkable success

of a number of these studies, one of which will be discussed below, particu-

larly in certain consumption sectors, may indicate that they are: a) good

proxy variables for important terms not included in the more traditional

consumption function; b) good proxy variables for a more complicated re-

lationship between consumption and its traditional ndeterminantsil; c) an

indi.cation of tncreasing consumer independence from income and other tradi-

tional variables.

2.3 CONSIDERATIONS OF AN EMPIRTCAL NATURE

2.3,1 Consumption Dynamics

Consumption is a flow rather than a stock and therefore is subject

to many dynamic factors" In @, Hicks maintains that,

nSome sort of lag is required in any dynamic theory, if pro-
cess as-such is to be made intelligible,nr'/

Some of the lags that appear in consumption theory are behavioural and some

technical in nature.
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The technical consumption Lag, a concept emphasized by D.H. Roloert-

son, results from the truism that the flow of income is periodÍc, not contin-

uous. Current income is in the process of being earned when consumption

decisions are being made, and only past income is available for consumption

expenditure. On the basis of this fact, Robertson suggests that the adjust-

ment of consumption to Ð" change in i.ncome will be at least the length of one

payment period"

The two notable behavioural lags are both related to habit formation.

We are aII, as Keynes would sây, screatures of habitn. The present is in-

fluenced by the past, just as it is influenced by expectation for the future"

Consumer decisions, then, are affected by past consumption behaviour. This

echo from the past may not reflect our habit-forming nature equally in all

product sectors. For example, tobacco i.s generally considered a shabit-

formingn consumer good, Automobiles, on the other hand, are not as habit-

forming to the consumer observed in the short run. A family that spends a

certain part of its income on tobacco in one quarter will tend to preserve

that consumption level for tobacco in the succeeding quarter. The same

family, purchasing an automobile in one quarter, is not apt to purchase another

in the succeeding peri.od. When we aggregate over-all consumption goods and

services, the effect of the past will not therefore, be as clear cut as it might

be if individual sectors were considered one at a time, The concept to be
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tested, however, remains: Does our habitual standard have nfirst claimn to

our income?

The foregoing is a behavioural lag which stresses the demand side

of the consumption function, The contri.butions of Duesenberry and Modi-

IR
gliani -- to the theory of consumer behaviour consider also the supply side,

the flow of i.ncome. Deusenberryrs now famous nratchet effectn postulates

that consumers demonstrate a lower average propensity to consume if faced

with a rise in income and a higher average propensity to consume when faced

with a fatl in income" The consumer thus becomes a cautious nallocatorn and

acts as if income increases were transitory" Income decreases, however,

threaten to reduce his standard of living, an eventualÍty which he tends to

resist. The signifi.cance of this theory can be tested by introducing the pre-

vious maximum income level as an independent variable in the consumption

function,

If there is a lag, be it technical or behavioural, \Me are left to ask

the question, nHov/ long the lag?n The Robertsonian 1ag, aside from aggrega-

tion problems, is theoretically determinate, since it equals the payment period.

The length of the behavioural lag is another matter" To lag one or two per-

iods and analyze t}:re resulting statistics is only a rough approximation to the

truth. First, the length of the observation periods is important, In a study

of annual data, the use of a single period lag implies a delay in consumer
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behaviour for twelve months. To suggest a one or two period lag in such a

study is obviously quite different from suggesting a one or two period lag

in & study using quarterly or monthly data" Actually, if a behavioural lag

is present, it is most likely to exist continuously over some time period,

decaying in importance as the amount of time separating it from the present

increases, For this reason, a model which includes alag distributed over a

longer time period, would seem to be ideal. For the sarne reason it would

seem that a study using shorter observation periods yields more information

in distributed lags,

This gai.n from using shorter observation periods is not without a

cost, ho'ürever, since such studies tend to have increased autocorrelation

problems.

To study the nlago as a factor affecting the consumption function,

we might then ideally use an equation of the form:

Where

ct = uoYt * tlYt-r * 
^zYt-z 

* o'o'* tt

C, = Consumption in Period t

Y, = Income in Period t

u, = Error term

This approach to lags brings with it two problems: a) the attempt would prob-

ably be hindered by a close intercorrelation between successive values of Y;

b) such a" model would be complicated by the large number of parameters
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involved and would still imply a cutoff point, since the string of independent

variables could not go on forever,

Fortunately, a qualified answer to the search for a simple distributed

lag model has been presented by L.M. foyck,lg Koyck assumes that the lag

effect decays ex¡lonentially, thus:

u.=uhj
J

Where a = the Parameter in Equation (1)

j = the Time Period

=l ,.
-t -t . . . . o

h = aweightingfactor

0 < h< 1

Using equation (2), he rewrites (1) twice thus:

(2)

C, = aY, * úYt-l + ahzYr-r+ ,..,.,., * rt

hCt_l = uhYt-I +ahzYr_r+... *hrt_l

And by subtracting the second from the first:

Ct - hCt_l = uYt * rt - nrt_l

Cr=hCr_I *"Yt*ot

Where of = rt - h*t_l

or

(3)

This model commends itself for several reasons, First. it reduces
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the number of parameters to two, a constant consumption ratio and a para-

meter whi.ch measures the tate of exponential decline in the importance of

past i.ncome, Second, the reduction of the number of variables to two largely

eliminates the multicollinearity problem. Third, theoretically at least, we

have built an infinite number of lags, or exponentially decreasing influence

into our model, while only requiring an observation of Consumption lagged

one period in the basic equation. The greater success of T.M. Brown'o ,r,

using lagged consumption instead of lagged income may certainly have an

explanation here. Unfortunately, this model produces biased estimates in

some cases. Koyck and Klein 2l huo" attempted to further develop the model

to eliminate this problem but their attempts have only been at the expense

of the simplicity of the model.

2"3"2 The Causation Problem

L.A. Metzler2? found that a,.' plot of quarterly consumption ex-

penditures against the previous quarterts income payments exhibited much

less correlation than the sarne plot using the current quarterls income pay-

ments. This discovery led him to a denial of the existence of a lag in the

consumption function, except possibly for the extremely short period, It has

been suggested that the reason for Metzlerrs result is rooted in the fact that

consumption and income in the current period are related in more than one
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\May, whereas consumption i.s related to lagged income in only a behavioural

23
sense,

nlf the Keynesian system of economics consisted simply of definitional

equati.ons such as I = S and I +C=Y,wecouldsafelydismisstheGeneral

Theorv from serious consideration.n2â The consumption function is repre-

sentative of a behavioural relationship between consumption and income.

Because people have an income, they are able to use a part of it for con-

sumpti.on. A positive correlation hetween income and consumption, ho\Mever,

does not imply that income causes consumption to take p1ace, The ncausation

problemrr results from the fact that tncome and consumption are related in

two ways: one through the consumption function, a behavioural. relation, and

the other through the i.dentity C + S = Y.

G. Ack1ey suggests that the causation problem could be solved by

testing the behavioural relati.onship between consumption and income using

the regression between consumption and ,roirrg". 25 OnIy if the movement

of savi.ngs and consumption are correlated is there a behavioural relation

between consumption and income, When we say that consumption is related

to income in a behavioural pattern, we mean in a more rigorous sense that

an increase in income causes an increase in both consumption and savings.

If income increased and only consumption increased, that is, if savings re-

mained the same, a larger consumption ratio would be implied, and thus a
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negation of the very nstable relationshipn we are attempting to find. Thus if

C=a+bY

andY=C+S

then C=a+b(C+S)

or C(l-b)=a+bS

and c=rl=(a+bS)r-0

or C=A+BS

Where S = Savings

o =T+T

3, =*k:1-b

Another model, introduced by T. Haavelmo,'6 ,r"", much the same

technique as that used by Ackley and the identify

r=S

to solve the identification problem for the behavioural relationship between

consumption and income. Haavelmo quotes Hânsen,

n... the statistical data during the last two decades tend to
support the thesis that the active dynamic factor in the
cycle is investment, with consumpti.on assuming a passive,
lagging role.n 27

Haavelmo states that the procedure of deriving the marginal propensity to

consume by correlating consumerrs ex¡lenditures with income is inconsistent

(4',)
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with the view that investment i.s the autonomous determinant of income"

2.3"3 Aggregation

All statistics are a form of summary of phenomena which display

similar characteri.stics, For this reason all statistics must, by definition,

be guilty of destroying information" In general, the more aggregated a study,

the greater the chance of ignoring important factors. In consumption studies

at the macro level, aggregation of cross-sections of the population and of

sectors of consumption goods and services must be made.

Cross-sectional analysis has yielded much data on the vastly differûog

consumpti.on patterns of different groups in the population. Persons of dif-

ferent ages will have particularly different consumption patterns both quanti-

tatively and qualitatively. Pensioners, for example, will differ in their buying

tendencies from middle-aged people

that Negro families with an income

teenagers. Deusenberry observed

$5,000"00 in the United States save

or

of

more than white families since their relative income in the communitv is

,R
higher. -- No doubt, different results would be found by classifying the popu-

lation in any number of ways" Persons of different family size, occupation,

regional location, age, and income level will naturally make consumption

deci.si.ons differently. The effect of these individual groups on the aggregate

consumption figures is significant since the population i.s always shifting
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cross-sectionally. An example is the growth of the babies of the rpost-war

baby boomn. As this group grorù/s through different ages it greatly influences

Canadian consumpti.on in pattern and in size.

The advantages of separating consumption into sectors are obvious.

Consumption behaviour towards foods is bound to differ significantly from

consumption behavÌour towards furniture. In general, expenditure on durable

goods tends to be more volatile than for many other types of consumption.

As was mentioned above, the effect of lags is apt to be opposite in some sec-

tors" Studies which show this effect will be reviewed in the next chapter,

Just as the question of aggregation is when to stop aggregating, so

question of disaggregation is when to stop disaggregating. With respect

the population, we would never eliminate all differences in consumption

patterns by disaggregation until we took each individual consumer separately,

This would surely defeat our purpose. Si.milarly, it would be unreasonable

to shrdy each brand product separately. The information required and the

time available must determine the level of aggregation to be used.

2,3"4 Defi.ning Income

The consumption functi.on as envisaged by Keynes, is a relationship

behreen consumption and national income. In an economy without govern-

ments and corporations, no difficulty arises, which is the case in the simple

the

to
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Keynesian model. If the economy includes governments and corporations,

savings as descri.bed in the Qe4eral Theorv must include governmental and

corporate savings, as Keynes points o.rt. 
29

If we define income in our consumption function as personal income,

the effect of corporations is suppressed, For example, if dividends rÃ¡ere

held constant by corporations for several years, there would be no change

in personal income from corporate dividends. During the same period, how-

ever, achral corporate income might vary considerably. The result would

be saving differences, whi.ch rnay very well be on a large scale, that are

i.gnored by our model. Since we are only searching for a behavioural re-

lationship of consumers to their income, and since we are not interested in

constructtng a model of the entire economy, this omission may seem innocent.

On the other hand, we cannot assume that consumers are entirely indifferent

to the retained earni.ngs of their companies, particularly si.nce this factor

may be strongly reflected in the price of the shares of company on the stock

market.

Goverttments have the power to significantly alter personal dis-

posable income without affecting national income by the use of fiscal policy,

Government savings, on the other hand, have an important effect on the nresi-

dualtr as discussed by Keynes, but are qui.te independent of private motives,

We must, therefore, be very careful that we do not use our results incorrecflv
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in an over-all model, if the niricomen value we choose is personal disposable

income"

Personal Income, as defined in the Canadian national accounts, in-

cludes all profits from unincorporated business, and all dividend, rental and

interest income of persons. The actual figure used by the proprietor of a

business in making his personal consumption decisions i.s probably more

closely related to his withdrawals than to the total income of the business

which is included as his personal income in the national accortnts. This argu-

ment is strengthened by a cross-sectional study by Klein and Margolis 
30 

which

concludes that the entrepreneurial class exhibits a much higher savings ratio

than other classes.

2.3.5 Deflation

The task of separating volume and price movements has been \tiiorry-

ing both theoretical and empirical researchers for a long ti.me. Schumpeter,

in his Historv of Economic Anall¡sis, remarks on the subject.

trRicardo like everybody else was of course a\Mare of the fact
that there can be no commodity . '. the exchange value of
whose unit could serve as an invariant standard by which
to measure the variations in the exchange values of other
commodities.n 31

If all price changes were proportional and occurred simultaneously in all

sectors, the problem would be an easy one to solve. Price changes ãTe very
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erratic" In fact, generally while some prices are rising, others are falling.

Over the entire list of consumer ttems, price changes tend to have an ex-

tremely wide vari.ance, and therefore an index formed with an evenly weighted

random sample of price changes would be of little use. Bven if price changes

\¡¡ere more centrally distributed, an index based on the ftaverage price changen

would be largely irrelevant since it would not deflate a particular budget as

accurately as indices compiled usi.ng other methods,

The object is to measure the impact of price changes on the con-

sumer. To approximate this measurement, an index is formed by observing

consumption patterns and weighting the price changes of the important items

by their relative importance in the consumption budget, The result is, of

course, limited by the fact that consumption patterns are constantly changing

and by the fact that every individual consumerrs consumption pattern will

differ from the aggregate consumption pattern, The particular price index,

then, is only an accurate measure of the impact of price changes on the par-

ticular consumption pattern that was built into it in the first place,

2.3.6 Seasonal Fluctuation

Variations in climate, trade practices, and social events cause sea-

sonal cycles in income and consumption that have a significant effect on short

run data. The Dominion Bureau of Statisti"r 32 
comments that in Canada
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such climatic factors as the purchase of wi.nter and summer clothi:rg, the

shipment of commodities through the St, Lawrence Seaway, and the production

of crops affect the national accounts, The observance of Christmas and the

Lenten season, and the appearance of new model automobiles are other such

factors. Seasonal Fluctuation causes statistical problems in most consump-

tion studies" Although seasonal fluctuation is important in the very short

run in predicting consumption levels, for the most part we are familiar with

its effect since it occurs in a regular cyclical manner, Since it is other

factors which we are looking for, we prefer to isolate them to some extent

at least by eliminating seasonal fluctuation from the data.

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics makes data available that is sea-

sonally adjusted. In arr attempt to cancel out the effect of the seasons. sea-

sonal adjustment levels out the extremes of certai.n parts of the year. The

process is dangerous, however, as Kelin notes.

nThere is, hoïrever, always a doubt in the statisticianrs
mind after he has corrected or adjusted a series for sea-
sonal variation, whether he has, in a quantitative sense,
taken out too much or too 1itile on this account.n3S

In other words, it is impossible to tell whether the peaks being 1evelled are

due to seasonal fluctuation, or to other factors which might be pertinent to

the analysis, particularty if the analysis is a quarterly or monthly analysis.
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2"3"7 Omitted Variables and Seria1 Correlation

In order to supply ourselves vr¡ith a larger number of observations

in the short period, we use shorter observation intervals, such as a montfi

or à quarter. We require a larger number of observations if the nrunn is

short in order to obtain reliable parameter estimates and test hypotheses

reliably. Often, however, when shorter periods are used, serial coruelation

appears. Koopmans states,

nThe assumption of independent dishrrbances in succesgive
observations can be maintained only if the size of the (time)
unit is not made too small Methods based on the in-
dependence assumption thus involve a lower bound to the
permissible size of the unit of obsewation,nS4

The reason generally put forward for autocorrelation is the omission of

variables that are important to the relatlonship. Grili.ches, for example,

comments,

nI believe that as long as \¡re have serial. correlation in ttre
di.sturbances, there is stil1 something systematic in the
world which our model has not incorporat"¿.n eS

The growth in importance of these omitted variables in the short run is pos-

sibly responsible for increased autocorrelation problems in the short run.

Since the traditional methods of estimation, including that of ordinary

least-squares, assume that successive disturbances are independent, estimators

found with these methods are less than ideal if autocorrelation is present

Improved estimators could be found by either including variables that have
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been omitted and which characterize the serial correlati.on or by seeking a

direct solution for the parameters of autocorrelation"

There is a certain amount of debate regarding which method is most

appropriate. Liu feels that the second method is unsatisfactory,

ßTo consider an autoregressive scheme for an error term
as a part of struchral estimation is clearly unsatisfactory"
For the use of such a scheme amounts to a confession that
an economic explanation for a systematic (non-random) part
of the movement in the variable to be explained has not

been found,n 36

Finding the pertinent variables, however, can be costly and of questionable

value,

As pointed out by Dhruvarajan,

nNerlove and Wallis have reemphasized the fact that the

Durbin-Watson statistic for testing the presence of serial
correlation is strictly applicable to regression models which
do not contain lagged endogenous variables " ". Thus as in-
dication through the Durbin-Watson stattstic that introduction
of new lagged endogenous variables into the model has

eliminated aerial correlati.on may, in fact, be spuriorrs'u 37

The attempt to find the ntrrren model is made difficult since the relative

importance of factors varies from time to time. Even if the best combination

of variables were to be found for one period, it might not hold for succeeding

periods.

Attempt to eliminate autocorrelation (found to be present using an

inexact indicator, the Durbin-Watson statistic) by the introduction of more
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explanatory variables ''ay be successful. The resulting mode1, however.

may only be one of ma'ny models which wourd be equarly successful in changing

the result of the Durbin-watson test. In other words, the model which resurts

using this method, may not, in fact, be the ntruen mode1. In the words of

Dhruvarajan,

tt. . - there may be several alternative sets of new expranatory
variables, the introduction of any one of which wourd eliminateserial correlation, and choice among the sets may be dif-gi"r11,rr 38

The above considerations provide the motivation for models in which

autocorrelation parameters are explicifly incorporated into the model and

estimated along with other structural parameters in an attempt to eliminate

the effects of autocorrelation without a search for the ntrue¡r model in which

autocorrelation would theoretically not be present.

Johnston li.sts three main

forward least-squares formula to

autocomelated:

consequences of applying the straight_

a model in which the disfurbances are

nFirst, \¡/e shall obtai.n unbiased estimates of ,. . (the para-meters), but the sampring variances of these estimates maybe unduly large compared with those achievable by a srightlydifferent method of estimation. second, if we appþ the usualleast squares formula for the sampring variances of theregression coefficients, we are likely to obtain a seriousunderestimate of these variances, In any case these for-mulas are no l0nger valid, nor are the precise forms of thet and F tests derived for the linear model .,. Third, weshall obtain inefficient predictions, that is, predictions withneedlessly large sampling variances.tr 39
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The most popular method of testing whether relationships to which

least-squares regressions have been applied have autocorrelated disturbances

is to calculate the Durbin-Watson statisticno (o.*.),

n
w
F2 lz, - ,r-r)z

D.W. =

Where z, = tf:re residuals from a fitted-least-squares regression

t = l, 2, o.... ll

Durbin and Watson have calculated upper and lower bounds for thi.s stati.stic

n

ä.
ÞLzt

( dU and d" ) for conducting a one-sided test of posi.tive autocorrelation. If

D.W.Þ fo autocorrelation is not si.gnificantly present. If D.W.< dL, auto-

correlation is present, If dL{D.W,<fo this test is inconclusive and ideally,

further observations should be used"

As Durbin and Watson point out, if lagged endogenous variables are

included in the equation to be estimated by least squares, the Durbin-Watson

statistic cannot be used. Nerlove and Walli, nl ,,rgg"st that in this case the

Durbin-Watson statisti.c i.s asympototically biased towards a value of 2 (which

is the value it would have if no serial correlation were present). In cases

such as:

Ct= *Ct_t+bYt*tt
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C t_l t" a lagged endogenous variable and care should be taken in inter'¡preting

the Durbin-Watson stati.stic for autocorrelation, Nerlove and Wallis have

calculated the ttTrue Durbin-Watson Statisticn over a selected range of values

for use in such cases.

The variance-covariance matrix assumed in ordinary least-squares is:

E( uu' ) =åt
If autocorrelation is present it can no longer be assumed that successive

disturbances are drawn independently of previous disturbances. The ntruer

variance-covariance matrix in such cases is generally unknown and must

be estimated,

Several theoretical forms of the variance-covariance matrix have

been suggested 
42 *rd. a number of procedures have been tried to estimate the

/le
matrix. =' One such method, assumes a first-order autoregressive scheme:

't=€tt-l*€t

and esti.mates p using least-squares for the regression of the residuals u¿ on
-1----- - - I\

rt_', and then Yr, C, etc. to (Yr-rYt-l), (Ct-""r-r), etc., where r = estimate

ofp. Least-squares is again applied to the transformed variables' The
\

procedure is repeated until the test for autocorrelation shows that the set

of residuals is random, This method is open to the objection, however, that

even where autocomelation does not seem to be present from the results of

the Durbin-Watson test, the estimate of p calculated in this way will show
\

44
autocorrelation. --
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CHAPTER TII

SOME PREVIOUS EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF CONSUMPTION

Our purpose in this chapter is to attempt to outll¡re the mstate of the

artsm in consumption function shrdy in Canada, q¡ith specia} attentlon fo the

short run. We must, ho'ivever, concem ourselves with sürdies which couLd

hardly be caLled short run in nature both because these studies are important

to any study of consumption and because the short run has been largely ignored

l¡ Canadian consumptton research, In addltion, si.nce much of tJre research

that has been done in Canada in this fiel.d has been carried out i:n the United

States or elsewhere and often makes use of the resuLts of research ln foreign

countries, v¡e must consider these foreign emplrical studies to fully under-

stand the state of Canadian research"

3.1 HOUTHAKKER AND TAYLOR, ],966

The research published tn the book

States 1929-1970I ts considered carefull,y in this paper for several reasons"

First, it represents a directton in consumption research which ls very pro-

misf¡rg and while closely related to the theoretical background presented in

secti.on A, represents somewhat of a departure from the traditlonal approach

to the consumption function. Second, the authors apply their model to Canadian

data as well as United States data- Third, the large part of this study, which
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consists of demand equations for detailed items of expenditure, has been

carried out separatetry in a paper by T.T. Schweitzer, a staff member of the

Economic CotmciL of Ca.nada, with Canadlan data,2 thu study by Schweitzer

is also considered in this chapter.

Houthak¡er and Taylor choose to introduce a dynamic element into

their model with a nstaten variable, The state variable represents the entire

effect of past behaviour on pregent consumption, Inventory on hand is an

example of a state variable for durables, but not the only form the state vari-

able rîay take. In terms of consumer items which are consumed as they are

purchased, mainly non-durabi.es and services, the state variabLe becomes a

spsychological stock of habitsm. Although the state varlable pl'ays an im*

portant part in the construction of thelr model, it ls eliminated from the

ïegression equation and this reLieves the authors of the task of measuring

such an abstract concept. Thelr method is as follo*,, t

(3- 1)q(t)=a+bs(t)+vx(t)Assume

Where q(t) = consumer purchases during the time intergal from t to t+!

s(t) = average depreciated physical. stock or psychologica]' stock

of habits of consumers durlng the IntervaX'

x(t) = personal. disposable income during the interval

But å s(t) = q(t) - \¡/(t) (3-2)

Where A s(t) = change in the state variable during the time period t
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w(t) = ¿1t" nusing ups or depreciation of the state yarlable in the

i¡rterval

Assuming that the depreciatlon of the state variable takes place at a constant

rate &

å stt) = q(t) - d s(t) (B-B)

Rearranging (1) and substituting it lnto (3)

As(t)=q(r)-.ß Fg,r,-â-y.,rfl (s-4)(o [- 'år3

Now subtract equation (l) Lagged by one perlod from equation (l) so that

q(t) -g(t-u = ¡ Ëttl - s(t-ü+ "[*,*r -.(r-ü (B-b)

Assume that the behaviour of the state variable is Xinear vrlthin each ttme

period such that:

s(t) - s(r-t) - å þrtf +6stt-rl (8-6)

rhen q(t) - q(þr) = Þþ"r*¡ + gsrt-r$+ " þrtt - "roü (a-?)

Substitutins (4) into (z) 
f * _.1

q(r) - q(t-r) =å { þ -*jq(r} + ff . # ot,-Lb

. F-*l q(t-I).ff.# o"rü *o[r,r -*(t-ü (s-st

Provided b - d = 2, equation (6) simplifles to

q(r) = ffi *&äþ:dL q(t-l) (3-e)

.##x(t)-ffix(t-r)
or letting x(t) * x(t-l) + x(t) - x(t-l) (T) becomes
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q(t)=ffi;.ffi-q(t*I)

.ffix(t-1).ffi[ttr-"1t-{
which can be written

(3- 10)

q(t) = AO + Alq(þl) + Arx(t*l) + ArÁr(t) (3- 1Ð

Equation (9) is in the form of a more familiar regression with present

consumption related to lagged consumption, lagged i¡rcome and the recent

change in income" The state variable has disappeared" The lmportance of

this form of regression is that, uging the Houthakker-Taylor model, r,¡re can

solve AO, O 
tr, 

O, and AU for the more meaningful parameters a, b, v, and d.

The coeffi.cient of the state variable should reflect the effect of past behayiour

on present consumption. In the case of durables, where a large stock has a

negative effect on present buying, the sign of b may be negative. In the case

of nhabit formingtr items, the sign should be positive showtng that the npsycho-

logicaLn state of habits has a plus effect on present consumption. The para-

meter d measures the rate of depreciation of the effect of the state variable,

ie. the rate at which consumption hablts \Mear off or stocks of dura.ble goods

declùre in importance for consumer spending" The parameter v measures

the short-term effect of income changes on consumption, or the effect of a

change in income on consumption ln one period, before the same change has

a chance to affect the state or stock variable.
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The analogy to the consumption ratio fn this model. is what Houthaldrer

and Taylor find in long-term equilibrium. The total effect of a chaage in

tncome is only complete when alL the lagged effects due to change in the state

nariable work through the System. Defining Q, S, and x, to remain conStant

in long term equilibrium they show that the modeL produces a derivative of

consumptlon with respect to income as4

ou = *XL.

The parameter vr ts the long term effect on consumption of a once and for

all change in income"

The largest part of Houthakker and Taylor¡s emplricaÏ. research as

it appears in their book is the appli.cation of the model to 84 different cate-

gories of personal consumption expenditure in the United States uslng annual

data- They do, however, apply the model to Canadian annual and quarterly

data when considering total consumption and total saving.

Applying the model. to total consumption in Canada, they find the

it
following: -

al Canadian Annual Data (L927-4L,1947-6I}

(per capita figures used)

q = .619q + .6o5Ax, + '364 xr-,

(" 102) (.06e) (.0e6)
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produces

a=0 b=.3gI v=,522 v!=,g5b

R2 = "997 D.W. = 2"27

b) Canadian euarterly Data (L946*lg6ì,l

(per capita figures used)

q =.flz%_r +.tzo\ +.080 x*_,

(,0731 ("064) (.068)

produces

a=0 b="527 v=.135 ve=,41b
2

R- = "983 D.W = 1.gg

where R2 = the coefficient of multiple determination, deflned as

the square of the correlation between the actual and

predicted values in their original units

D.W. = The Durbin-Watson Statistic

The authors are not satisfied with this result mainly because of the

great difference between the values of vr in the annual and quarterly calcu-

lations' This result was clearly contrary to their expectations since as one

of the advantages of their model they suggest that the long-term consumption

ratio should be independent of the frequency of observations, (This claim
fo110ws from the particular efforts that they make to keep their model dy_

namic and avoid reverting to the usuar difference equaflon approach. This

dæ .862

d = .613
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exfensive attention to dynamics has been omitted in the brief summary of

the model appearing above.)

8In the Canadian case the failure of the long-run MPC cal-
culated . ", (from q¡rarterþ data) to agree with the one . ..
(from annual data) is particularly dishrrbing, The fault
is no doubt with the quarterly equation, where (vr) = ,415,
and it is probably due to the hi.gh interconelation between
q* , and x* o i.n the quarterLy observations.s6-Ì-l t-I

The discrepancy between the long-run MPC in annual and quarterl.y

applications of the model. has been referred to by many writers, but Houthakker

and Taylor attempt to resolve it with Friedmanss spermanent-income theoryn.

Frledmanrs theory, which might seem to be the nahrral explanati,on of a dif-

ference between the MPCts as calculated from long- and short-run data,

when incorporated lnto this model., u¡fortunately ndoes not improye matters

and indeed leads to unacceptable results tn this mode1n. 
T

3"2 SCHWEITZER. 1968

The model used by T.T" Schweitzer,S in an unpublishedpaper, may

be considered at this point since lt employs a model substantially the same

as the Houthakker-Taylor model and because it completed, in some sense,

the application of the model to Canadian data" Schweitzer applies the model

to 37 separate consumer items a¡d Durables, Non-DurabLes, and Services

using annual Canadian per caplta data i¡ constant dollars for the period 1926^64
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omitting the war years 1940-45. Since the empirical study in secfion C does

not disaggregate to this extent, 'ffe concern ourselves here mainlv with

Schweitzerrs results for the Durables, Non-Durables, and Services 
""*o"".n

His results are:

Total Durables:

q = 0,383%_r * 0.09txr_, + 0.298ôx, - 0.Bt3nr_t - l.ol3An,

(0.0e8) (0.018) (0.01e) (0.077) (0"103)

+ 3"113 d* + 0"582 ur-,

(2"5231 Q"2271

a=0 b=-.526 v=0.358 vr=0.14T d=0.866

n = -1.238 nr = 0"508 R2 = 0.g95 D.W. = I.gg

Total Non-Durables:

n= 42"665 + 0.71u%_t + 0"L24xr_, + 0.4254x, - 0.t7bnt_t _ 0,601Åpt

( 14.753) (0"051) (0"025) (0.030) (0.141) (0.556)

a=745.659 b=0.011 v=0"428 vt=0.48,7 d=0.841

n = -0"598 nt = 0.618 R2 = 0.ggg D.W. = 2.27

Tota1 Services:

n= 2I.374 + 0.7?5qt_t * O"lBTxr_, + O.ZOtdx, - 0.48tpr_,

(t0.4641 (0.104) (0"047) (0.029) (0,178)

- 1,02@pt-1 tg"T64dt

(0"27L) (8.208)
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a.=40"441 b=0.294 v

n = -0.911 ni = -I"752

0.259 vr = 0.498 d = 0.613

= 0.997 D.W. = 2"01

Where n = short-nrn relative price coefficlent

nt = long-nrn reLative price coefficient

6 = post-war dummy variable (takes value 0 in the period L926-39

and value I in the Period L946-641

u, , = three-pass variable (lagged residual from first *p¿sso¡I0
t-r

Schweitzer indicates satisfaction with the results for Durabl,eS and

Services noting that the signs and magnthrdes of the resulting stattstics are

all plausib}e, He notes also that the results show a nfair degree of positlve

habit-formationn for Services which rv¡/ear off to practicaLly zero within five

years" The low value of b, for Non-Durables suggests a low lncÍdence of

habit formation within this sector which is contrary to a priori reasoning"

Schweltzer suggests that this result could be due to: a) sales tax, which ac-

cïues to a large degree in the Durables sector and is classified as a Non-

Durables expendi.ture i.n the Canadian National Accounts; b) Residual goods,

including Residual Error of total consumer Expenditures, ÍË classified i'nto

this sector; c) clothing and footwear are included in this sector but may ex-

hibit more durable characteristics with respect to habit formation"

3"3 KATONA AND MUELLER

The work of G" Katona and E. Mueller of the Survey Research Center,

=

,,
D-
IL
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University of Mi.chigan on Consumer Attitudes and Buying Intentions is next

considered since: a) their work is probably the most well-known and moSt

extensi.ve in this particular areai b) although as we shal.l see it is not in-

compatible with the Keynesi'an consumption function' it represents a de-

parhye from Keynesian thinking; c) it has proven particularl.y successful

in both explaining and predicting consumer behaviour, notably in the Durable

Goods sector; d) it is compatible wi.tfi our earlier remarks on consumer

flexibilityí and, e) data is becoming avatlable and research is startlng to ap-

pear which use this approach in the canadian case.ll orru such shrdy is the

topl" of the section followi.ng this one"

Katona and Mueller Postulate that,

nconsumer demand, especially for durable goods, iS a function

of both abillfu_tç--bW aS measured by data on income, assetg,

debts, and the like, and .gt1l¿ngilçËfi-lg-hgJ¿ as measured by

attitudinal and expectational questions in surveys"nlz

In their periodic surveys, they attempt to measure the willingness to buy,

through attitudinal questions. Rather than using the absoLute distribution

of answers at any one tlme as the measure, they propose to use the change

in attitudes over time, If the survey results are subject to response effors,

technical or psychological in nature, the technique of comparing results of

surveys taken in dtfferent periods has the advantage of reducing the effects

of theSe errors. For example, when a certAin percentage of congumers reply
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that they will probably purchase a good or service within the next period,

this is not taken as a predictor. If, on the other hand, thÍ.s percentage in-

creases in a study during the next time period, the results are taken to be

significant.

This practice has the disadvantage shared by all periodic observa-

tions of flow-type variables. It is conceivable that the observations mlght

be taken when the population is pessimistlc, and the nactualn attitudes index

is in a val.ley while during the interval behveen observations, the index, if i.t

were observed, would be at a high leveI.

nActualm

Consumer
Attihrdes

Time

Figure

In Figure 1, the over-all level of consumer attitudes is steadily increasing;

ho,wever, observations taken at 1 and. 2 would show a decrease" Katona and

Mueller comment,

n 
o o o past e>çerience indicates that consumers attitudes and

e>çectations hardly ever change abruptly, except under the

impact of major events which become widely known e ó o o c

attitudes have no predictive value if, shortly after completion
of a survey, war unexpectedly breaks out, To a lesser
extent the same is true of the impact of a substantial change

2

I
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in consumer credit terms or in the prices of major items,
provided this change \Mas not anticipated at the time of

the survey and takes place shortly thereafter.*13

Thus, barring major developments, which would certainly make themselves

lsto'wn to the surveyer of attitudes, this objection is not important'

The results of such research ts found by Katona and Muel.ler to be

much more satisfactory in predicting the direction of economic changes than

in predicting the magnitude of these changes. This, they attrÍbute to the

ex¡lressed probability that respondents, while having distinct notions of an

improving situation, do not reflect genera!.ly on the extent of change'

In order to avoid the pitfalls possible if only one question is used,

an index is constructed from the results of answers to several questions,

One question cannot measure over-all willtngness to buy since: a) willi:ngness

to buy depends on a variety of attitudes; and b) individual questions are subject

to unreliable answers due to question wording, and particular sentiments and

mood of the respondent, The basis for Katona and Muellerls Index of Con-

sumer Attitudes is the fo"rntlurl4

nrr-nd+100

ïVhere Po and PU are the proportion of nup, better, or goods reSponses and

ndown, \ilorse, or badr responses respectively'

The Index of Consumer Attitudes produced by Katona and Mueller

and the Survey Research Center has shown itseLf to be very accurate in pre-
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dicting the direction of changing consumption patterns in the United States,

particularly for the Durable goods sector. For example, one regression whi'ch

appears in the 1960 Survev of Consumer Finances expresses the following

relationship between the purchase of durable goods and consumer attitudur,lS

D*t = 0'135 Y-l + 0'412 A 39'727

(0.009) (0"044) R2 = .93

Where D+l = Purchaseg of Consumer Durables during the six montfis

following the surveY

t_t = personal Disposable Income during six months preceding

the survey

A = Survey Research Center Index of Consumer Attitudes

D.B. Suits, commenting on this result, says,

rNot only does this represent a close fit to the data (as shown

by the value of n2 and the standard errors of the coefficient
estimates) but more important for the present purpoge '.. '
almost all of the quarter to quarter variati.on in durable

purchases is associated with attitudes; the effect of income

is little more than a rising trend over the period"n 16

The importance of the survey approach to consumption studies cannot'

be denied" With this established, rve now turn to a study recently carried out

on Canadian data by H.T. Shaptro and G.E. Arrg"oirru.lT

3.4 SHAPIRO AND ANGEVINE, 1968

The success of the Mlchigan University Survey Research Centerr
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work, and the existence of a Survey of Buying Intentions since 1960 no doubt

prompted this research in applying the survey approach to the Canadian case,

The Survey of Buying Intentions is a quarterly survey prepared by ORC Inter-

national Limited for the Maclean-Hunter Research Bureau, Shapiro and

Angevine use the average of the proportion of people who selected the most

optimistic answer in four questions to construct a nComposite Index of Con-

sumer Moodr (CM).18 Their index is subsequently introduced as a variable

in several linear regression models and compared with the results of the

same model without the index as an independent variable. Five of the equations

which result from their regressions are:

{ D+l = - L642'71 + o'18 Y

( 0.01)

2/ D+l = -22L1'65 +o'15Y+12'49cM

(0.01) ( 2"67)

3/ D*l = - 387'34 + 33'20 cM

( 6.241

4/ D*l = - 1?55'55 + 0.19 Y-,

( 0.01)

5/ D*l = - 2348.44 + 0'15 Y-r * 12"76 cM

(0,01) ( 2,06)

L
R-

.90

.95 2.88

"54 0.52

"91 1.26

D.W"

1.94

"97 2.34
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Where D+l = Personal expenditure on durable goods in the quarter following

the survey month, (Millions of 1957 dollars seasonally ad-

justed at annual rates,)

Personal disposable income in tJ'.e quarter in which the survey

month falls. (Millions of 1957 dollars seasonally adjusted at

annual rates")

CM = Composite index of consumer mood, seasonal.ly adjusted.

Y, = Y lagged two q¡uarters"
-I

These results show that the Composlte Index contains information

not contained in the i.ncome variable alone for explaining durable good ex-

penditures, The standard error of estimate of the regression is reduced in

each case when CM is introduced, This result is repeated when durable goods

are separated into nAutomobile Expendituren and nOther Durable Goods Ex-

pendlturett. When applying the same test to nNon-Durable Goods and Servlcesn

Shapiro and Angevl.ne conclude that, while the addi.tion of the CM index lowers

the per cent error from .69q0 tÐ .561s arld in general enhances the predtctive

qualities of the model, it does not make a dramati.c improvement in the results.

Shapiro and Angeviners results are an important step in the study of

consumption behaviour in Canada and an indi.cation of the power of tl.e attttudes

index approach. As they point out, measuring a-ttitudes might be easier than

measuring the large number of variables in some complex consumption ftrnction"

Y
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Data on attitudes are normally available long before nati.onal accounts figures,

and this availability allows us to make forecasts earlier than forecasts using

national accounts data'

3,5 T.M. BROWN, 1965

Single equation studies of Canadian consumption are not too freErent

in the Economi.c literature, In additton to the studies already considered, the

ex¡lressions for consumption in two simultaneous system models are con-

sidered in sections 5 and 6. The first of these models to be considered i's a

model constructed by T.M, Brown for the Royal Commission on Health Ser-

1q
vices in 1965.'"

As might be expected the Royal Commission was concerned with

population, and this is reflected to a large extent in T.M. Brownrs nEcono-

metric Growth Model of Canadan. The consumption function in the model

contains Total Canadian Population (N) as an independent variable. Otherwise

Brownls consumption function is si.milar to the one discussed by him in an

earlier paper, trHabit Persistence in Consumer Behaviourn,'O ," which the

main independent vari.ables àTe income (Y) and lagged consumption (C-r)'

Brown suggests in this article that the nshorter the time period within which

we are worki.ng the smaller will be the marginal propensity to consume from

increments to income within the time period, and the stronger will be the
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9;l
effects of previous consumption habits,n --

the 1965 model are:

Brownrs consumption firnction in

c_t L,371,265C =,355,829 Y + .250,711 N + .485,050

(6.6) (2.6) (5,5)

R = ,999

This result is derived from annual deflated data for the interval 1941-1961.

Brown remarks that liquid assets \Mere eliminated as an independent

variable in testing the model.

nThis was probably because the data were inadequate but it
may also have happened because liquid assets moved too

closely parallel to some other variable (multi collinearity),
or Ïoecause this variable did not move extensively enough,

except as between pre-v¡ar and post-war to make its in-
fluence register. These possibi.lities are worth explori:rg
once more adequate data are obtained. . . . " The habit per-
sistence hypothesis ... (C-t) was again given strong statis-
tical support; and both population and disposable income
(especially the latter) were significant in explaining private
consumer demand" We might have ex¡lected disposable i.n-

come to include all the effects of changing population, but
this proved not to be the case"n 22

3.6 L.H. OFFICER, 1968

The second simultaneous system study of the Canadian economy

which we shall consider is An Econometric Mode1 of Canada under the FIuc-

@,,,o,LawrenceH.officer.officerconsidersaninter-

val starting three months after the transition to a fluctuating exchange rate
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in Canada, January lst., 1951, and ending one month from the reversion to a

pegged currency, March 31st., 1962, Observations were quarterly" He breaks

consumption into three categories: non-durable goods, durable goods, and

services. Distributional effects are accounted for by using disposable lvage

income and disposable non-wage income as separate independent variables"

A relative price index ratio is included to account for the effect of inter-

sectoral relative prices. Liquid assets ar.e included both sto represent the

effects of disposable income i.n previous quartersn, and nto serve in their

own right as an influence on consumer expendituren. Officer estimates liquid

assets from the available data but notes that demand deposits of the chartered

banks are not allocated between personal and corporate sectors, afactnr

which makes the estimation of the stock of personal liquid assets difficult.

Expenditure on Non-Durables:

C "=10,0+.37Y +,062Yno Ìür nfütr

(430.)

- 580 QI

(21)

D.W. = 2.15

Expenditure on Durables:

CO =-6400+"077

(2500)

- 420 q2

(20)

+ 850. P
ncl

(320.)

- 460 Q3

(23)

+ "054 L

(.028)

R2 = "99

Pd*.L4L

(.062)

Y + .015
1¡/

Y + 5500.
II\f/

(2000)
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-140Ql +17Q2-35Q3

(241 (1e) (27'.)

D.W. = 1"54

E4penditure on Services:

p2 = .86

C =-470 +.31Y +,038Y +580P +.051L
S\MNWS

(260) (460) (,040)

- 24Q"I+L4 Q2 - 120. Q3

(18) ( 17) (221

D.W. = I,70 ¡12 = ,93

Where C = Consumption in const¿nt (1957) dollars

nd = subscript denoting non-durable goods sector

d = subscript denoting durable goods sector

s = subscript denoting services sector

Y = Personal Disposable Income i.n constant (1957) dollars

W = subscript denoting wage income

nrJv = subscript denoting non-rürage income

P = ratio of base weighted price index for the particular sector (d,

nd, s) to the weighted average of base-weighted price indexes of

the other two sectors

L = beginning of quarter holdings of personal savings depostts and

Çanada Savings Bonds divided by price index applicable to sector
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considered, in constant (1952) dollars

D.W. = Durbin Watson St¿tistic

9.ft- = Coefficient of Multiple Correlation

The figures in brackets are the standard errors of the respective parameter

estimates,

Ql, Q2, Q3 = Dummy variables for seasonality in first, second, and third

cfuâ.rters
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER III

H.S. Houthakher and L.D. Taylor, Consumer Demand fn the Uni.ted States
( Cambridge: Har:vard Universtþ press, i,966).

T.T" SchweitzetnotêLøsûùo¡+¡es .f Ca øåiøor fonsaame" 1teu"ns", ønp"blicheÁ'

schweitzercs summary of the Houthakker-Taylor model. was used to an
extent in preparing this summary. The model is a fi¡rite approximation
to a dynamic model in which dynamic functions are assumed Linear ln
order to facilitate si.mple approximatlons of integralr" See Houthakher
and Taylor, op, cit., p. 13,

4 Houthakker and Taylor, op, cit", p. l,b.

Ibi¿, p" L77.

Ibid., p" 179.

Ibi&, p. 173"

8 Schweitzer, op. cit.

I rbtd"

10 As in the Houthaklser-Taylor modeÏ, the three pass method was used"

For example, H.T. shapiro and G.E. Angevine, ngonsumer Attitodes,
Euying Intentions and Expenditures - an Analysis of the Canadian Datast,
an unpublished paper presented to the Canadian Economics Associatlon
tn cal,gary, June 5, 1968" In a communicaflon rvith Mr, Angevine, more
work in this area was mentioned to be forthcoming from Professor Alex
Murray, Business Admtntstration Department, unlversity of windsor"

G. Katona and E" Mueller, o¡.c,Y.

13 Ibid"

t4 rbi.d,

11

12
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15 Reprinted ln Sults, op. cit" in Chapter tI foohrotes.

16 lbld,, p, 18-19.

17 Shapiro and Angevtne, op. cit

18 The questlons selected were:

Ð considering everybhing, wourd you say that your family i,s betteroff financralry, the same, or \ilorse off financia*y now than it was,say six months ago?

ii) Again, considering everythùrg, do you
be better off financially, the same, or
six months from now than it is now?

iii) How do you feel the job slt.ation and over-all employment will bein this community, in say, six months from now? Do you think thatthere will be more Jobs, fewer Jobs, or about the same as now?

iv) Do you think that right now is a good time or a bad time for theaverage person to make a maJor oufl,ay for such things as a homeor a car or some other major item?

think that your family will
worse off financially, say

(Ottawa; Roya1 Commission on

Behaviourw, Econqmetrlca,

19

20

2T

22

23

T.M. Bro\rrn, þ!qqa" Ecgnomic Growth,
Health SerøcesJOe b).

T.M. Brown, nHabit persf.stence i:0. Consumer
(July, L95Zl, p, Bb5.

Ibid", p" 355.

Brown, çgp$a" ncono*ic C"owtfr, op" clt,, p. L5g"

L.H. Officer, O anada under the Fluctun*"rtange natuJC



CHAPTER IV

ECONOMETRIC BXPBRIMENT WITH QUARTBRLY

CANADIAN DATA

Ïn this chapter several single equation models are constructed and

applied to quarterly Canadian data. The models wÍIl first be applied to four

successive five-year periods fuom lg4l to !967, These results will show:

a) which of the independent variables are important in explaining consumption;

b) in what way consumption is affected by the variables found to be important;

and c) whether their importance or effect changes from perlod to perÍod"

Second, the models will be applied to two periods, each of approximately ten

years 1n length for the same 1947 to 1967 quarterly data. The oblect of this

exercise is to test whether the estimates of the parameters are significanfly

affected by changing the length of the regression period from five to ten years"

AIso, as for the five year regressions, the results from the two successive

periods will be compared, to determine whether there is a shift fn importance

from one to the other, Fiaally, the models will be applied to the entire I94Z

to 1967 quarterl,y data, and the results will be compared with the studies of

shorter periods"

4"1 THE LENGTH OF THE 'IRUNN

In part, this experiment attempts to fi¡rd whether there is a short
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Tun effect in the Canadian consumption function" The cholce of a case period

of approximately five years in length bears some explanation" The i¡terval

from 1947 to 1967 constitutes an outer bound for the shrdy since quarterly

data for a1L the economic variables except liquid assets is only available for

tlre quarters after lg57r, and si.nce the study was camied out in 196g and was

I'imited by the availabiliþ of curuent data at the time of writirng, The most

stralghfforward method of di.viding the lnterval was to di.v¡de it into approx-

imately equal parts' Four periods of approximately five years in length were

chosen: aJ becawe it was fel,t that a larger number of divisions would result

in too smalL a number of observations in each period to produce reliable

parameter estimates or to test hypotheses; b) because the division potnts

which result approximate definite turning points i.n the data; and c) because

liquid assets data is not available after 1g55IV which is near the end of the

second ffve-year period"

The first five years, 1947 to 1951 is marked by a rapid increase in

prices and a fal'l in the Level of real liquid assets. Demand was generally

high during this period, first because of the great post \Morld \Mar tI backlog

of demand and accumulation of savlngs, and then by fears of shortages and

ex¡lectations of high prices at the outbreak of the Korean war in mid-I94g,

By the beginning of the second period, lgb2_lgb6, govemment measures to re_

strain inflati'on, and a subsiding of tJre great surge of fonvard buying at the
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beginning of the Korean War caused a slowdown in the rapid advance of the

price level. At the end of the Korean Armistice in mid-19b8 there was even a

mild contraction of economic activiW, For the first time since World War fI.

in 1954, investment in plant and equipment decreased, It is noteworthy, that

during this period, real ti.quid assets stabilized and did not start to increase

substantially until the last two quarters of 1955, At the end of the l9b2-19b6

period the Canadian economy started to take on more ex¡lanslonary indications.

The expansion was brief ho\rrever, and, fhe period lgbz-lg61 started and ended

with a recession. The i.nterim period included only a moderate advance in

ouþut, both in volume and value terms.

J.D" Gander, in Canadian Economic pojicJ¡, comments on this period,

rThe advance that followed the recession of 19bZ laclced the
drive of the earli.er expansionary phases. The peak in real
ouþut, which had been reached at the end of 1g56, was not
surpassed until the second quarter of lgbg. The index of
industrial productÌon did not regain its peak until the fi.rst
quarter of I9b9. Throughout lg59 and early 1960, the in-
crease in ouþut continued to be moderate, and was followed
by a further decline.n I

The period 1962-1967 is generally one of steady advance. Al1 Índi-

cators for this period show a steady upsweep.

There is historical evidence, tJren, which would indicate that our

straightforward approach of dividing the interval 7g47-Lg6T into four approxi-

mately equal periods places the dividing lines between each period at Ínteresting
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turning points in the economic history of Canada. One could argue that, if

a change in consumption behaviour v¡as to take place, tt would take place at

such a time. This may or may not be true. In the absence of other criteria

holever, rü/e can proceed on this basis.

4"2 THE MODELS

In choosing the following models several factors were considered:

a) the theory discussed in Chapter II; b) work suggested by other stqdies

discussed in Chapter III; c) the availability of data; and d) the results of a

calculation of the simple correlation coefficlents between real values of:

Ð Consumption

ii) Income

iii) Price Index

iv) Liquid Assets

v) Savings

vi) Change in Consumption

viÐ Change in Income

viii) Change in Savings

ix) Consumption Lagged One euarter

x) Income Lagged One euarter

xi) Savings Lagged One euarter

(c)

(Y)

(P)

(L)

(s)

(Åc)

(AY)

(ês )

(c-r)

(t-r)

(s _r)
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for the lg47I-lg67IV quarterly data2, 
^nd. 

finally, e)

the thesis to a reasonable length.

4,2.L Model Number I

ct="0*ulYt*tt

the constraint of keeping

(t = 1,2, .," T)15

The first model chosen \Mas the familtar linear relation between

consumption and income. The simple correlation coefficient between income

and consumption was exceeded only by that between consumptton and tagged

consumption' It was felt that since the basic Keynesian consumpti.on function

relates consumption to income alone, the simple linear model would serve as

a take-off point and a good base for comparison with the results of the more

complicated models. For example, this model produces the most straight-

forward MPc which will be important tn assessi.ng Mpc's resulting from

models such as Ackley's model which claims to eltminate the effect of the

causation problem.

4.2.2 Model Number 2

ct = uo * ul st * rt (t=1,2,...T)15

Ackleyrs discussion of the causation problem leaves some question

as to the validity of model number I as an indicator of consumer behaviour.

For this reason, in the second model, consumption is related to Savings. As
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-.25s

-.778

-.384

-.840

-.822

-.557

t.000

"3óB

.951

.441

"945

.941

"7s2

es

1.000

.389

-.0't0

"345

.347

.300

C-1 Y-l 5 -l

r.000

.582

"971

.972

.800

r.000

.487

.457

.l6r

r.000

' .997 t.000

.803 0.846 t.000

Cr)
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Where MPC = Calculated M p Cc

Every time this moder was applied, Mpc" was calcurated in anticipa_

tion of interesting comparison with the Mpc resulting from the other models,

The simple correlation coefficient between consumption and savings for the

entire 7947 r-1967IV interval was considerably lower than for consumption and

income ( .810 vs. .992 ) as, no doubt, Ackrey would have predicted.

discussed in Chapter II, this

MPC
c

system produces an MpC equal to:

=^ll+ul

t0*11Yt*^ZLt*rt

application of models involving

4.2.3 Model Number B

c.-t
In dtscussing his

assets, ZelLnet says,

(t = I, 2, ... T)15

fhe stock of liquid

'with regard to the effects of liquid asset holdings, twomajor issues may be put quite simply: do they exeria sig_nificant influence on consumption? and if so, how greatìsthat infruence? Answers to these questions aïe rerevantfor assessing the importance of the pigou effect and therole of consumers' riquid assets in the po"t-*u" perroo ..'ìà

The si'mple correlation coefficient between real consumption and liquid assets

for the 1947I-1955IV interval is -.738, whereas, for the period l94zl-lgblIV

the same coefficient becomes +.934. This fact alone is an encouragement to
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more carefully study the effect of liquid assets in the ten years following

World War II. There has been much discussion of the effect of liquid assets

4
on consumpti.on. = The effect of wartime savings on post-war consumption

may be an excepti.on to normal consumpti.on behaviour, and if so, model num-

ber 3, should show this effect.

4.2.4 Model Number 4

ct="0*tl Yt*t2Pt*tt (t = 1,2, .., T)

The impli.ci.t price index for personal expendi.ture on consumer goods

and servi.ces \Mas added as an independent variable in this model to study

whether the price level has an effect on short run consumption. The simple

correlation coefficient for the interval 1947I-L967IV between consumption and

this price index was .946 and it was felt that thi.s was a positive indication.

The parameter u2 here represents the effect on real consumption by a rise

in the pri.ce index, if real i.ncome is held constant, If a, were close to zeto

it would indicate that consumers attempt to preserve real consumption in the

face of price changes. If negative, it would indicate that higher price levels

are accompanied by decreased real consumption. If positive, a higher price

level i.mplies higher real consumption levels, whi.ch would come about only

if the increase in prices brought about not only enough money consumption

to cover the price rise, but additional consumption"

15
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4.2.5 Model Number 5

ct = uo * ul c-I * uzYt* ut

The fifth model is an application of Koyck's formula for distributed

lags. It was felt, that if there is a lag in the consumption function, in spite

of the theoretical difficulties analysed by Koyck and Klein u, *r" model is

preferable to study the lag, since it accounts for a distributed 1ag. 
u 

,r, tnr"

case the MPC was calculated as for a. stationary state and can be shown:

(t = 1,2, .,. T)15

MPC
c

^z
t^^l

The MPC^ was calculated in each case, for comparison purposes.c

4.2.6 Model Number 6

ct = "o 
n urc-!* uz Yt * tg Y-r * tt (t = l, 2, ".. T')15

Model number 6 is the Houthakker-Taylor model. This model is a

new model \¡vith d¡mamic characteristics in some ways similar to those of the

Koyck model. Even though Houthakker and Taylor themselves had litUe success

in comparing their long-period Mpc, vt, to quarterly and annual canadian

data, interesting results were anticipated tn applying the model to the 5, 10,

and 20 year models as we have proposed. Their tbt, tdr, ttvtt, and uvf n.

were calculated in each case, and interpreted as suggested in Chapter III.

b = the state variable coefficient
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2(ar-r) u,
=æ Tul + I ar-áa,

v = short-râDge MPC

.z@r- 
Èar)

= ar+1

d = depreciation or nwearing offn coefficient

uB

= 
È@q@@î6

à2 - ãa.3

vr = long-range MPC

vd=ffi

4.3 THE DATA AND VARIABLES

4.3.1 Definitions of Variables

C = Expenditure on Consumer Goods and Services, quarterly, seasonally ad-

justed at annual rates, in constant (195?) dollars, Data is deflated with

an implicit price index in the national accounts,

Y = Personal Disposable Income, quarterly, seasonally adjusted at ar¡rual

rates, in constant (1957) dollars. This data does not appear deflated in

the national accounts, The implicit index for Consumption Expenditures

was used to deflate this data.

S = Personal Net Saving, quarterly, seasonally adjusted at annual rates, in

constant (1957) dollars. The method used for income was also applied
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to deflate savings,

L = Liquid assets as at the end of the previous quarter, in constant (1g57)

dollars, The implicit price lndex for Consumption E>ipenditure was also

used to deflate this data. Liquid assets \ryere defined as the sum of gen-

eral public holdings of currency, active bank deposits, Inactive chartered

bank notice deposits, government of Canada direct and guaranteed secur-

ities (market and non-market issues held by the public).

P = Implicit Price Index for Personal Expenditure on Consumer Goods and

Services, quarterly, seasonally adjusted, (1957 = 100).

C-l = C lagged one quarter

Y_l = Y lagged one quarter

S _1 = S lagged one quarter

L_l = L lagged one quarter

Ac=c-"-t
Av=t-"_l
$s = s - s_l

&l="-"_,

4"3.2 Implicit Price Index

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics 7 describes the process used to

find the implicit price index for Consumer Expendtture in several steps,
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In the first step, personal expenditure is disaggregated into over seventy

separate categories, such as childrenrs clothing, and fuel. The second step

consists of deflating each separate category with a price index nthat has

been selected or constructed so that its commodity content and weighting

pattern will correspond with that of the value datar. 
8 

,r, th" third step, all

categories, deflated with these separate indexes, are summed to total con-

sumption ex¡lenditure, now in constant dollars. The last step in deriving the

implicit price index is to divide the current dollar series by the constant

dollar seri.es at the aggregati.ve level,

The index deri.ved in this way has been used to deflate not only con-

sumption ex¡lenditure, but also income, savings, and liquid assets, This

procedure was followed because: a) other appropriate indexes rürere not avail-

able; b) since this study is interested in the effect of these other variables

on consumptton, it \¡¡as felt that the use of an index based on consumption

would not be inappropri.ate,

4.4 THE DATA

All the quarterly data used in this extrleriment originates in the Domi.n-

ion Bureau of Statistics, National Accounts - Income and Experyliture_þy
q

Quarters ", except for the Liquid Assets data whi.ch can be found in the Bank

of Canada, Statistical Summaw - Suoolements.l0
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some of the models require data that is lagged by one quarter, and

since quarterly data is not available from the Dominion Bureau of statistics

for the national accounts before !947I, the actual starting point for the untagged

variables became 1947II" At the time of writing, the most current data avail-

able was for 1968I, but t967IV was chosen as the cutoff date, leaving a total

interval, I947II-1967IV, of 83 quarters. Thus, in actual fact, an interval of

almost 2I years was used. The extra year was added to the last peri.od in

both the 5- and lO-year cases, making them 6 and 11 years in 1ength. Thus

the periods used for the r5n year regressions v,/ere:

t947lr - 1951IV

t952r - t956IV

1957I - t961IV

1962T - 1967IV

and the periods used for the rlOn year regressions \¡/ere:

19471ï - 1956IV

1957r - 1967IV

These periods apply to all the models except model number B in

which liquid assets were included, As mentioned in footrote 8, tiquid assets

data was only available until 1955IV. The result was that this model was onlv

applied to the following periods:

L947rr - 1951rV
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1952r - 1955rV

and

l947rr - 1955rV
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4.5 THE RESULTS

The results are organi.zed i.nto seven tables. The first four tables

contain the results from the models applied to the periods I.947II-1951IV,

1952I-1956IV, 1957I-1961fV, 1962I-1967IV, respectively. The next two tables

apply to the periods 194?II-1956IV and 1957I-1967IV. The last table shows the

results from the 1947II-1967IV regressions, In addition, tJre application of the

models to all periods is compared in six tables in Appendix B. Appendix C

contains graphs which compare the estimated and actuaL values of the results,

4"5.1 Goodness of Fit and Autocorrelation

For goodness of fit and autocorrelation testing purposes the Co-

efficient of Multiple Correlation, F Statistic, ntn statistic for the individuaL

parameter estimates, and ttre Durbin-Watson Statistic are shown for each re-

gression, These i.ndicators have been used to test the results at the 570 sig-

nificance level and the results are shown as follows:

ntn Statistic

x - parameter not significantly different from zeto at t|re 570level

z - patameter signi.ficantly different from zero at the 570 leve1

trFn Statistic

x - the variation of the observed values from the computed values

is not si.gnificanUy smaller than the variation among the com-
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puted values, and, therefore the coeffictent of multiple coruela-

tion is not significanUy different from 0 at the llçleveL

z ' tl:'e coefficient of multiple correlation is significantly different

from 0 at the 570level.

In the following charts where the value of the F statistic was well

above the critical value, it was taken to the nearest whole number. Where the

value of the ttFlr statisti.c was very small or below the critical value, it is

shown to three significant decimal places,

Durbin-Watson Statistic

m- autocorrelation atthe Sflolevel

n - test is inconclusive at the 570 level, i.deally more observations

should be used

s - no autocorrelation at the 5/6 significance 1evel

The Durbin-Watson test is not valid in the case wher" C_I is included

as an independent variable, as was emphasized by Nerlove and Wallis, In the

following charts, however, the Durbin-Watson test appears for models b and 6,

in which C_, appears as an independent variable, As a result, the conclusions

of this test are to be treated skeptically for models 5 and 6, In actual fact,

the test suggested by Nerlove and Wa1li.s for such a case requires the calcula-

tion of in the first order autoregressive scheme:

", = ftt-l 
* 

"t
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which courd be the subject of further study perhaps. However, where values

of D'w" are close to 2 and the parameter estimate in the two variable linear

models is close to .9, the Nerlove-wallis alternative is close to the DurbÍn-

watson test' It might be noted that most studies use the Durbin-watson test

for want of a more rigorous procedure and that Houthaldrer and Taylor, for

example, used the range 1.6 to 2.4 as an nacceptablettregion as a nrough rule

of thumbn"

4.5.2 The Marginal propensity to Consume

The MPc for each model is found in a separate column to facilitate

comparison. In the case of models 1, 3, and 4, the estimate for the coefficient

of income is taken as the marginal propensity to consume. In the case of

model 2, the Ackley transformation is used as discussed in section 4.2.2,

For model number 5, a stationary state is assumed and the Mpc is calculated

as outlined in section 4.2.5. The MPc in model number 6 is not directly

comparable to that of the other models, As was mentioned in section 4"2"6.

the v and v! generated in the Houthakker-Taylor model have specific meanings.

The value for v, is the short run MPc, but not in the sarne sense as that of

the other MPcrs in this study' The value of v, is the effect of changes in

income occurring within the period of observation, or the instantaneous adjust-

ment in consumption before the state variables have a chance to adjust" The
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value of vr, on the other hand, represents the entire change in consumer

demand with a once-and-for-a11 change in income, including the indirect effects

through changes in the state variable if these effects are present. The values

of Houthald<er and Taylorrs nbn and 8dn are also listed in the column for the

MPC.
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4*5"3

itFIVElr YEAR REGRESSIONS

FOR

l947rr - 1951IV

L952T - 1956rV

L957r - 1961IV

1962r - 1967I\I
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4"5.4

NTENN YEAR REGRESSIONS

FOR

L947rr - 1956IV

L9571 ^ t967IV
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REGRESSIONS OVER THE ENTIRE INTERVAL

L947Ir - 1967IV
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4.6 EVALUATION OF RESULTS

The evaluation of results might be organized in many ways, The two

basic structures possible, of course, \Mere by time period and by model. The

method chosen for the n5n year regressions \ryas to take the models separately

discussing their results for the different peri.ods, and, where comparisons

with the results of other models suggested themselves, tJrese \ryere also dis-

cussed. In addition, the n10n and n20n year regressions were discussed as

they compare with the n5n year results but a more over-all view is taken of

this comparison in section 4,6"7.

4.6,I Model Number 1

With respect to fit, the results of applying the first model show a

very close correlation between quarterly income and consumptionin all periods,

and particularly after Lg57. In the first ten years R2 wa" slightly lower for

the 5 year regressions, and. the Durbin-Watson test shows autocorrelation in

one period and is inconclusive in the other. This suggests that, particularly

during the immediate post-war period, there ïyere important factors other

than income in determining consumption, but that after lgb? the consumption-

income relationship became more important. This suspicion is increased by

the existence of a much lower MPc (,691) in the period lg4zll-blrv than for

the succeeding periods, In achral fact the MPC does seem to shift considerablv
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behveen the four Periods.

4"6.2 Model Number 2

The model using savings as an independent variable produces un-

acceptable estimates. This may suggest that the rationale for using the model

requires further theoretical investigation. In fact, if the causation problem'

as outlined by Ackley and discussed in chapter II is a valid theoretical point'

and direct correlations between income and consumption are spurious as

suits suggests, we must reject the consumption function as a behavioural

pattern in canadian consumption for periods as short as 5 years' or even

10 years for the lg47II-56IV period, The only other alternative we have is of

rejecting the Ackley model itself. This conclusion follows from the fact that

the model produces parameter estimates and values of n2 not significantly

different from zero for the first three n5r year regressions and the first n10n

year regression covering tlfre1947-62 interval. The ACkley model does produce

acceptable results in the latest period' This suggests that his model produces

acceptable results in only periods of more nnormaln steady growth' The values

of the MPC resulting from the Ackley model are equally unacceptable in the

earlierperiods,(forexample1947II-51IV:.058,and1952I-56W2*2"8321'The

Time Plot of savingS in Figure 4.1 itself shows that the residual seems to show

no relation to the value of consumption for these periods. Further investigation
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of the performance of this model in more buoyant ti.mes may help understand

the value of this approach,

4.6.3 Model Number 3

Since Liquid Asset data was only found for the 1947-55 intewal, we

have only hvo nbn year regressions and one n10r year regression in the results

for model number 3. The characteristics of fit are excellent for the second

short period and the longer period, The period 1947II-51IV shows only slightly

less dramatic results with a value of R2, .845, antn test showing the para-

meter estimate for the coefficient of Li.quid Assets not signi.ficantly different

from zeto at the 5lo Ievel, and an inconclusive D.W" test for autocorrelation,

In each of the two n5s year regressions the MPC is reduced from that found

in model number I without a significant change in n2" In addition, the D,W.

test shows that autocorrelation is eliminated in the second of these regressi.ons

by the inclusion of Liquid Assets as an independent variable, (ie, in comparing

these results with the results in applying the first model). Statistically, ttren,

we are led to believe that real liquid assets have affected consumption in the

1947-55 period.

The rapid fall in the real stock of liquid assets in the first period

\tras, in fact, due to the dramatic rise in prices over the period, In achral

fact, the undeflated value of the stock of liquid assets rises in the same period.
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(Although

$19,499.)

results in

the rise is only $1,000 million, ie. 1g47II:918,026 million;19b5tV:

Thus the results in model number B shourd be compared with the

model number 4, where prices are added as an independent variable,

4.6"4 Model Number 4

The results of the tests for goodness of fit in applying the model

using the Implicit Price Index as an independent variable are similar to those

obtained i.n the previous model. R2 is above .969 in all cases except the

l947rr-57r\l period where it is .841. The ntn test, however, shows that the

parameter estimate for the coefficient of P is not significantly different from

zero except in the third n5n year period, 1957-61. In the nlOtt year regressions,

a1so, only the 1957-67 period shows a significant parameter estimate for the

coefficient of P. The actual values of the parameter estimates for the co-

efficient of P vary widely" The combination of an extremely low coefficient

and Ítn stafistic for tr,he 1947-57 period suggest that prices \¡rere not very

important in this period as a determinant of consumer behaviour, This con-

clusion is reinforced by a poorer Durbin-Watson test for autocoruelation

when prices are included as an independent variable, in contrast to model

number 1. This result could be due also to misspecification of the model,

The economic meaning of the coefficient of P is the effect of a rise 1n the

Implicit Price Index on Real Consumption, 'where Real Income is held constant.
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An insignificant result in $tn of this coefficient may mean that consumers

allocate in real terms, and a more significant goodness of fit and positive

value for this estimated parameter may mean that consumers are behaving,

i:r some measure, as if they suffer from nmoney illusionn"

The results show that prices did not play an extremely important

role in determining consumption immediately after World War II. lVithout

doubt, it is important to consider liquid assets and prices together. It would

seem that in the immediate post-war period, the Pigou effect worked in re-

verse" Prices \Mere rising rapidly, the real value of li.quid assets was falling,

yet real consumption \üas increasing. This result has been found by Cohenll

1r.
and Hansen-- with the American data. If model number 3 were applied to

the 1957-67 period using some approximation to liquid assets for data, such

as ttrat used by Officer, the Pigou effect might be more apparent, and not

inverted. It should be noted in this regard that real ltquid assets did show

an upturn in trend in the last few observations (1955)"

Changes in these models (4 and 3) are difficult to interpret. Changes

which seem to be due to P in 4 may operate through L, in fact. This is true

for interpreting both the Pigou effect and the extent of nmoney illusionrr. A

more fruitful model might be:
L

C=^L+arY *ur;p *uf
where L = money liquid assets. In this model:

m
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àc - t5\
ãF = -'a [p/ * un

The first term of this last expression could be interpreted for the Pigou

effect and the second for nmoney illusionn.

4"6"5 Model Number 5

The Koyck model shows an excellent fit for all periods. The values

9.

of R- \¡/ere ,99 or better except in the first nbn year period, The ntn statistics

show that the importance of income in e>rplaining consumption increases during

the latter half of the study period, while the importance of lagged consumption

decreases. This may suggest that habit formation vtras more important in the

earlier part of the interval than income, As the trend for real income. real

consumption, and prices becomes less ftuctuating, which was the case in the

later part of the study period, these results show that habits decreased in

importance, and i.ncome became the more important factor. As with the other

models, the MPC as calculated for the nstationary stater in this model show

fi.rst an increase, then a decrease, (ie. ,748, ,908, .994, ,8gz). It was men-

tioned in section 4,5.L, the Durbin-Watson test is not reliable in testing for

autocorrelation in this model,

4.6"6 Model Number 6

Multicollinearity, as shown by the high intercorrelation of the variables
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in the simple correlation coefficients, would seem to be a problem in both

the Koyck model, number 5, and in the Houthakher-Taylor model, number 6.

For example, the simple correlation coefficient between C_, and Y is .997

for the 1947-67 interval. In the case of C_r, Y and Y_r, the following simple

correlation coefficients were observed:

"-t
1,000

"97 |

"997

&v

L000

as has already been shown i.n the table of Simple Correlation Coefficients

for L947-67. Houthakher and Taylor admit to this difficulty andattemptto

reduce its effect with a three pass esti.mation method.l3 rsubstantialn multi-

collinearity of the predi.ctors was found in their study, and they comment

that nThe results here are certainly suggestive of further r"seu""hn.14

It is possible to argue that the inclusion of C_, as an independent

variable in models 5 and 6 effectively readjusts the regression to the past

residual in each observation period, thus eliminating autocorrelation and

making the results spurious" To this extent, the model would only have to

explain the change in consumption from period to period, since the consump-

tion in the previous period is given as an exogenous factor. This theory is

strengthened by the fact that the parameter estimates for all coefficients

"-1
c_

-I

AY

"-t

1.000

"972
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other than C_, often are not significantly different from zeto.

The fact remains that the Houthal<her-Taylor model, from the good-

ness of fit statistics and the plots of the results i.n the appendi.x, performs

extremely well. In fact, these results are better than those derived from the

application of any of the other models, All R2 results are high (except in the

Lg47-5L period as for t,l.e other models). All F statistics are hi.gh. The Durbin-

Watson statistic, even though only a rough indicator as di.scussed in section

4.5.1, consistently shows that autocorrelation is eliminated in this model, (a

result of including C_I perhaps?), The estimate of the coefficient of the nstaten

variable in the Houthakker-Taylor model shows interesting results. The

1947II-51IV period shows a negative effect of the past buying on present con-

sumption reflecting the higher proportionate rate of purchase of durables

during this period. In the 1952I-56IV period habit forming becomes positive

and in the 1957I-61IV period the coefficient becomes much larger (2.249)

showing a great effect of the past on present consumption, but the value of

ndlf shows that this effect depreciates rapidly, The last period, L}6ZI-6TIV,

shows a negative effect again, but this time, much closer tÐ zeto, which is

in line with the results of the fifth model. A value of v may also result from

the influences from the two sectors cancelling each other out. The value of

v, the short range MPC is also consistent with this discussion and is verv

low in the first three periods (.I48, "148, and,1l5) but rises sharply in the last
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period to .516, indicating a rise in the importance of current income for con-

sumption in the L962I-67IV period. The long-run MPC, vr, is not consistent

over the entire study period as suggested by Houthakher and Taylor but varies,

showing that there is no such thing as a stable long run effect for the period,

except perhaps over the trvo middle periods, where it takes the values of

.628 and .720 respectively.

4.6.7 The nl0tr and n20n Year Regressions

We quoted Ackley i.n Chapter II as saying that the growth of con-

sumption approaches a proportional relationship with income in the longer

run, Actually, from the results of the F statistic,Rz, andthe rtr statistic,

all models seem to produce a better fit when the longer period of n10n or n20n

years is used, Autocorrelation, âs shown by the Durbin-Watson statistic,

seems to increase when longer periods are used (particularly for models I

and 4)" The comparison could be significant in two ways if we t¿ke auto-

correlation as an indication of omitted variables, If more variables become

important in the shorter periods, as \¡/as suggested in Chapter II, omitted

variables (thus autocorrelation) should be a more important problem in the

shorter periods. On the other hand, if we assume that the importance of

factors as shown by goodness of fit, and their effect, as shown by the size

of the parameter estimates, changes from period to period, autocorrelation
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should be a smaller problem in the shorter periods for any specific model,

since the shift in the structure of the ntrue modeln wiII have the same effect

as omitbed variables for the longer regressions.

We are safe i.n saying that the consumption function has shi.fted ap-

preciably from period to period, as shown by the nbn year regressions, The

illOil and r20n year regressions i.nvariably hide this shift. The MpC is a case

in point. For the rrlOn year regressions in some cases the MpC was closer

to that generated in one of the n5ü year periods it contained, and in some

cases close to the average, The results from the longer periods hide these

nbehind-the- scenetr changes,
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER IV

J.E, Gander, nThe Measurement of Employment and Incomen, an appendix
in Canadian Economic Policy, ed" by T.N. Brewis, (Toronto: Macmi.llan
Company of Canada Limited, 1965), p. 415.

2 Tlne variables and data are considered fully in section 4,3.

3 Zellner, op. cit,, p. 556.

See for example, M. Cohen, nliquid Assets and the Consumption Functionn,
Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol, XXXVI, (May, 19541, pp, 202-211"

5 See foohrote number 21 in Chapter II.

Asi.de from the theoretical argument that has been put forward that the
inclusion of C-1 as an independent variable: a) makes the results of the
Durbin-Watson test misleading (as suggested by Durbin and Watson
themselves); and, b) readjusts the regressi.on to the past residual in
each observation period, thus making the results spurious. This implica-
tion bears further study, One method of testi.ng this theory would be to
compare the predicti.ve power of this and other models. If the model
predicted well, it would at least be valuable for predictions from one

period to the next.

Domini.on Bureau of Statistics, National Accounts - Income and Expendi.ture
1,.926-19þ9, (Ottawa: Queenrs Printer, 1958), pp" 176-185.

8 lbi.d. , p. 177.

To have an irp to date record of quarterly data at the time of writing, a

number of DBS publications must be consulted:

i) 13-519 lrTational Accounts Income and E>cpenditure by Quarters
1947-61, for the quarters 1947I-1958IV"

ii) 13-001 Nati.onal Accounts Income and Expenditure 4th Quarter
_and Preliminary Annual 1963, for 1959I-1959IV,

iii)
iv)

4th Quarter and Preliminary Annua1 1964 for 1960

4th Quarter and Preliminary Annual 1965 for 1961-1963.
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v)
vi)

4th Quarter and Preliminary Annual 196Z for 1964-1966.
First Quarter 1968 for 196T and 1968I.

l0

l1

12

13

t4

15

Bank of canada, statistical summary supplements for 19b4 and lgbb
(Ottawa: Queenrs pri.nter, lgb4, lgbb).

M. Cohen, ttliquid Assets and the Consumption Functionn, Review of
Economics and Statistics, (May, lg54), p. 208.

A.H. Hansen, rtThe pigouvian Effectrr, Journal of political Economy,
(December, 19bl).

Houthakker and Taylor, op. cit., p. 48,

Ibid., p. 201.

where T = the number of observations. The ordinary least squares
method was used in all cases implying the following assumptions:

i) the dishrbance term is normally distributed
ii) with zero mean
iii) a variance of (homoscedasticity)
iv) and covariance between disturbance terms of zeto
v) the observations of the independent variables are aset of fixed numbersvi) the number of observations exceed the number of parameters and

the rank of the matrix of observations equals the number of para-
meters"

The ordinary least squares model is e>çlained in Johnston, op. cit., p. 106.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

With the goal of explaining short run consumer behaviour, the results

of Chapter IV clearly show that there is merit in considering a 5-year period

over a 10- or Z0-year period, at least with respect to Canadian historical

post-war data, There is definitely a short run behaviour in the Canadian con-

sumption fu¡ction which is not revealed by regressions over a period of 10

years or more. Factors such as the stock of liquid assets, prices, and habit

formation vary in both statistical importance and quantitative effect from one

5-year period to anoUrer. In addition, the consumption-income relationship

varies considerably in the short run.

Quarterly data, being notorious for producing widespread autocorrela-

tion problems, might have been e>ipected to affect this study particularly.

Autocorrelation, as shown by the Durbin-watson test, was found, but not

judged to be an acute problem. Autocorrelation, in fact, was of some benefit

in evaluating the results. Taking it as an indication of omitted variables,

comparisons bebween models ïyere facilitated, On the other hand. to make

efficient comparison of the parameter estimates possible, and to use the

models for projections of any kind, it would be advantageous to use one of the

methods to eliminate the problem such as the e>çlicit i.nclusion of an auto-

correlaüion parameter.
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The results in Chapter IV also suggest a model including both P and L,

where L might appear undeflated or deflated., as an interesting model to apply

to the immediate post-war period. Results from such a model might go much

further in explaining the post-war consumer behaviour.

Further study might effectively add consumer attttudes indices and

variables accounting for the effects of credit to explain Canadian short run

consumption.

This thesis has briefly established a theoreticat and econometric

background for the shrdy of the short run consumption function in Canada-

After examining some of the work which is already available, a straightforward

econometric e4peri.ment was performed using post World War II Canadian

quarterly data. The results of this experiment should be useful in both under-

standing Canadian consumption behaviour over this period, and in tfie evalua-

tion of several alternative linear models, The 5-year period would seem to

be a valuable base period to choose in explaining short run behaviour. The

procedure shown here, \¡¡ith the aid of historical perspective, should help

considerably in making predictions. On the other hand, the study also shows

the danger of relying on long period regressions to explain short term changes

in consumption. Knowing how the consumer reacts to different cyclical con-

di.tions may also aid in constructing more reliable models of the entire economy.

If indeed, nIn the long run we are all deadr, perhapg this study will
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be a basis for future work and a fruitful contribution to understanding changes

in consumption before nwe are all deadr.
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APPENDIX A

The raw data presented here is in its original form, as read into

the computer, Therefore, as discussed in chapter IV, Income (y), savings (s),

and Liquid Assets (L) appear in current dollars. The Implicit price Index (p)

was used to deflate these variables. Consumption (C) appears in constant

1957 dollars' The symbols ND, D, and SERV stand for Non-Durables, Durables,

and Services in constant 1957 dollars. This data was not used in the study.
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APPENDIX B

Tables showing the results of the regressions taking one model at

a time and comparing the estimates for every time period to which the model

was applied,
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APPENDIX C

The following graphs illustrate the fit achieved as the various models

were applied to the various time periods. The time plot in black is Actual

personal Expenditure on Consumer Goods and Services in constant 1957 dollars.

The time plot in red is the value of consumption as estimated by the various

regressions.
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APPENDIX D

A NOTE ON COMPUTATION

The empirical work \Mas completed entirely at the Institute for Com-

puter Studies, University of Manitoba- The regressions and correlation studies

rüi¡ere done in Fortran G on the Institutees IBM 360 computer" The basi.c pro-

gramme used was prepared by F. Chebib for the Institute and entitled nMultiple

Regression Analysi.sn. The progrâmme ïyas altered: a) to make the trans-

formations necessary to the rar¡/ data, ie. deflation, laggtng of variables,

taking of first differences; b) to calculate the Durbin-Watson Statistic; c) to

calculate the MPC for models 2 and 5; d) to calculate the statistics nbn, trdr,

nvn, and Ívr 8, in the case of model number 6; and e) to eliminate ouþut un-

necessary in this study such as the means and standard deviations of the data.

The graphs rvl¡ere plotted on the IBM 1620 at the Instihrte, using the

CALCOMP plotter,
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APPENDIX E

RESULTS USING A PROGRAMME FOR ESTIMATION

IN THE PRESENCE OF AUTOCORRELATION

It was suggested by professor M.H. yeh of the Department of Agri-

culfural Economics that autocorrelation as shown by the Durbin-Watson

statistic might be handled using a progïamme developed by professor w.J.

Craddock based on an Autoregressive Least Squares Model. What follows is

a brief explanation of this model, the results using a programme based on

this model and a comparison of the results using this model and the ordinarv

least squares method. 
I

E.1 The Autoregressive Model

The autoregressive model used was developed by w.A. Fuller and
IJ'E' Martin. - Fuller and Martin show that the first order autoregressive

model suggested on page 31 leads to a number of non-linear restrictions which

are imposed on the coefficients, and can lead to a system with a greater

number of estimattng equations than unknowns.

A complete description of the model is available in the Fuller and

Martin article. Basically, the model uses the first order autoregressive

scheme described above to make an initial estimate of the parameters, The

first order autoregressive equation is e>çanded about this value using the
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Taylor series. Terms of higher than first order are discarded. If this process

changes the estimates of the parameters appreciably, the process is repeated

using the new estimates as a starting point. In general, this process reduces

the size of the residual sum of squares and the procedure converges to a final

solution. Provided that the independent vari.ables are bounded and the error

term in the first order autoregressive scheme is normally distributed, this

model leads to a local maximum likelihood estimate for the parameters.

Since only a local maxi.mum is implied(localminimum residual sum of squares),

the model may lead to different final parameter estimates if different initi.al

estimates are used" In such cases the estimate which gives the lowest residual

sum of squares can be used.

8.2 Results Using the Autoregressive Least Squares Model

Since autocorrelation as shown with the Durbin-Watson statistic did

not appear in the stxth (Houthakker-Taylor) model, the process \Mas not applied

to this model. The other five models are adapted to the use of the autore-

gressive least squares technique and the results are shown in the following

seven charts. The procedure for evaluating goodness of fit and autocorre-

lation statistics is the same as for section 4.5,1 and the code will remain the

same as explained there.3 A" before, the third model is subject to a data

ltmitation and thus all observation periods terminate no latet than l9b5IV.
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8.3 A Comparison of Results

The following chart

Least Squares technique (the

the Ordinary Least Squares

code was used in this chart:

162

compares the results using the Autoregressive

values not in brackets), with the results using

technique (values in brackets). The following

It should be emphasized

system implicitly uses a

comparison as is possible.

Difference Between Estimates of Coeffictentsþ0. t

!,1ìltti:,,:ilîèD iffe r en c e B e hve en E s timates of C o eff ic ients p 0. 3

that the comparison cannot be direct si.nce the later

lag. The following results however, are as close a
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8.3. I Mode1 Number I

It is remarkable that, i.n spite of the fact that autocorrelation is

corrected for by the ALS programme for most of the periods studied, all

cases except the first two five-year periods show an MPC withi.n 0.1 of the

OLS value. The first two five-year periods are interesting excepti.ons. In

both cases where the rrtn statistic shows that the estimate for the coefficient

of Y is significantly different from zero with the OLS method, this test shows

the estimate not significantly different from zero using ALS. In each case the

MPC is considerably reduced in size. The ALS results show MPCrs which,

in view of a priori thought, are questi.onably low in value. Thts may imply

that the autocorrelation evident in the first two periods \¡/as an indicati.on of

mis-specification. For these two periods, income may not have been as

important as other factors" Thi.s suggestion is discussed with the results

for the other models in the following sections.

In all periods studied, if autocorrelation were present for the OLS

study, the ALS method eliminated it, The closeness of the parameter estimates

for all periods other than the first two periods leads us to suggest that the

interpretation of the OLS results in chapter IV is sti.ll vaIid.

8.3,2 Model Number 2

Here the estimate for the coefficient of savings (S) is changed by
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more than 0.3 in all periods except the first period. The shocking result is

that the Durbin-Watson statisti.c actually decreases tn most cases as does

L
the value of R-.

This would i,ndicate, if anything, an increase in autocorrelation when

ALS is applied. Since the results using Ackley's model for both ALS and OLS

are often questionable and even paradoxi.cal, perhaps this result reinforces

the earlier suggestion that the model be reappraised on a priort grounds.

The Durbtn-Watson statistic indi.cates that autocorrelation is present at the

570 level of significance in all cases. it might be noted that the new estimate

for the coefficient of S is decreased for all periods except the second period.

As with the OLS results, the meaning of such erratic estimates is difficult to

analyse, and if anything the conclusion here is, that more theoretical work is

needed for this model.

8.3.3 Model Number 3

This model is equivalent to model number 1 with the a-ddition of

liquid assets as a second independent variable. With OLS the MPC estimated

in model number I was considerably different from that estimated with model

number 3. This is not the case with the ALS regressions. The estimate of

the MPC in model number 3 is very close to the first esttmate. As with the

first model, ALS has the effect of reducing the size of the MPC from the OLS
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esti.mate. The rrtrr test shows that the new estimate of the MPC is not sig-

nifi.cantly different from zero. This result reinforces our feeling that tncome

was not as important as other factors in the first two periods. For the Ig47-51

period the estimate for the coefficient of L increases when autocorrelation is

eliminated. This would seem to be more consistent with history since li.quid

assets were probably more important in the immediate post-war period than

later. The view is borne out in the 1952-55 period where the estimate for the

coefficient of L is reduced by ALS and becomes smaller, rather than larger

than that of the first period, Thus we see that the estimates are more satis-

factory tn model number 3 when ALS is used, in respect to consistency and

the estimate for the coefficient of L. The coefficients of Y in model B (ALS)

for the time periods 47-51 and 51-55 seem questionably low, however, and

even with the spectal condi.tions of ttre 1947-51 period and 1952-55 period, may

leave some doubt. In tlrre 1947-55 regression ALS reduces the MPC from

1.120 to 1"039, bringi.ng it more into line with the theory.

8.3.4 Model Number 4

The values of the coefficients are more affected by ALS in this model

than in the others. As before, the MPC estimates are lower than with OLS.

For the 1952-56 and 1962-67 periods, the MPC becomes exceedingly small

(.020 and .002). These values, particularly for the peri.od 1962-67 which was
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a period of steady advance with few dtsturbances, seem unacceptable. They

imply that income has had no effect on consumption in these periods. These

results, which diverge so radically from values that are acceptable on a

priori grounds, diminish our confidence in the estimates for the coefficient

of P. The estimates for the coeffici.ent of P become negative in the 1947-51,

1952-56, and 1962-67 periods, Notwithstanding the unsatisfactory values given

to the coeffictent of Y, this correction, which shows an inverse relationship

between consumption and prices, is generally satisfactory. During the ftrst

period the real stock of liquid assets was falling, while the price level was

sharply rising. It is reasonable to assume that our results, after a correction

for autocorrelation, which show that the effect of the price rise on consumption

was negative and the effect of the stock of liqutd assets positive are acceptable.

Again, if a model were included which took account of both ltquid assets and

prices, we might have been able to say more in this regard. In the second

period, 1952-56, the' price level and the stock of liquid assets levelled off

considerably. The ALS versi.on of model number 3 suggests that prices

become very much more important in this peri.od. Small ri.ses in the price

level lead to larger drops in consumption. Liquid assets, on the other hand

ate less important in consumption decisions. The exceedtngly low MPC

estimated by the ALS method is questionable for the perlod. In the third period,

1957-6L, price and consumption are directly related, implying that more con-
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sumption took place probably as a hedge against inflation in this period. This

period also shows a higher MPC, but at .588, it seems well below expected

values. The last period, !962-67, shows a return to the inverse relationship

of the first two periods between consumption and the price level, and this leads

us to believe that the inverse relation is the more normal one. Generally the

effect of higher prtces with constant real income, in the short run, should be

to reduce consumPtion.

E.3.5 Model Number 5

Except for the period, 1962-67, the results from OLS andALS are

very close in the Koyck model. Perhaps this is due in part to the fact that no

autocorrelation was present i.n the OLS studies, and the modi.fication i.mplicit

in the ALS version was not very great. As already mentioned, the reason

for such a small incidence of autocorrelation with this model may be the

presence of a lagged value of the dependent variable as one of the arguments'

This has the effect of adjusting the regression to the previous observation,

allowing it to explain only period-to-period changes in consumption' Thus, we

will 1et the earlier discussion of the estimates for this model stand"
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FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX E

1 I am indebted to Mr. Neil Longmuir of the Department of Agricultural
Economics for his help in running the programme, and Professor Crad-
dock for his permission to use the programme.

2 \M.4. Fuller and J.E. Martin, rrThe Effects of Autocorrelated Errors
on the Statistical Estimation of Distri.buted Lag Mode1srf , Journal of
Farm Economi.cs, i.n two parts, volumes XLIII and XLIV, 1961 and 1962.

3 For goodness of fi.t and autocorrelation testing purposes the Coefficient
of Multiple Correlation, F Statistic, rrttr statistic for the individuaLpara-
meter estimates, and the Durbin-Watson Statistic ar.e shown for each

regression. These indicators have been used to test the results at the
570 significance level and the results are shown as follows:

rftrt Statistic

x - parameter
z - patarrretet

rrF r Statistic

not signifi.canUy different from zero at t'lrre íVo level
signi.fi.cantly different from zero at the íTa level

x - the variation of the observed values from the computed values
i.s not significantly smaller than the vari.ation among the computed
values, and, therefore the coefficient of muIti.ple corelation is
not signi.ficantly dtfferent from 0 at the \Vo level.

z - tkre coefficient of multiple correlation is significantly different
from 0 at the ïZolevel.

In the following charts where the value of the F statistic was well above

the critical value, it was taken to the nearest whole number. Where
the value of the rf Frr statistic was very small or below the critical value,
it is shown to three si.gnificant decimal places.

Durbin-Watson Statisti.c

M - autocorrelation at the 570 level
n - test is inconclustve at the 5fl6 leve], ideally moïe observations

should be used
S - no autocorrelation at the 5/6 signtficarLce level.
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